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Apparatus) for Diving.

Some experiments of an interesting charac

ter have been made in Paris, with a view to

test the value of different diving machines

and appliances. Four kinds of diving ap

paratus were tried—those of Messrs. Siebe,

Heinko, Cabirol and Ernous. All of these are

constructed in nearly the same manner, being

composed of a water-proof dress, terminated at

the upper part by a cuirass of metal, to which,

when on the body of the diver, is screwed a

helmet of the same metal, having affixed to it

a tube for giving air, the supply of which is

kept up by means of an air-pump and a valve

for letting off the breath of the diver. One of

the experiments tried with Sicbe's apparatus,

was that the driver can, of his own free will,

come to the surface, by removing u part of

the weight which keeps him under water.

The four divers descended at the same time.

One of them remained under water forty min

utes consecutively, and the others'a somewhat

shorter period of time, picking up, during the

submersion, several small pieces of metal

which had been thrown down.

Improved Stave Machine.

Barrel-making machinery is gradually at

taining great perfection, and the entire work

of constructing flour and other casks which do

not require water-tight joints, has all been

done by machinery alone. But wine, ale and

water casks have not, as yet, been extensively

constructed as might have been supposed, and

from one simple fact, which is that all stave-

making machinery which gives the necessary

bulge and bevel to a stave has hitherto been

remarkably expensive, and each machine

would only perfectly cut the particular size of

stave for which the machine was especially

intended, and no other.

The engravings we are about to describe

represent a machine that is capable of cutting

any sized stave, and giving each the proper

bulge and bevel necessary to make, the cask,

and its peculiarities and advantages will be

appreciated from our description. Fig. 1 is a

perspective view, and Figs. 2 and 3 represent

the regulating devices separated.

A is the frame of the machine. B the drums

on the driving shaft, C, from which shaft power

is conveyed to the horizontal cutters, D, one

above and one below the stave, and these cut

out the bulge—the upper one only is seen in

the engraving. This shaft also gives motion

by the bands and wheels, E F, to the vertical

cutters, G, seen in Fig. 3, and their shafts, II,

in Fig. 1. These are the cutters which give

the desired bevel to the stave. I is a wheel,

receiving motion from the main shaft of the

engine, independent of the machine, and drives

the gearing wheels, J, all of which, in their

turn, give the motion to the feed rollers, K.

L is a shield to throw off the shavings, and M

j a simple covering for the gear wheels, J.

 

On the bed of the machine, bet ween the two

cutters, G, lies the regulating device shown in

Figs. 2 and 3, and which form the novelty of

the arrangement. V is the shaft of I, carry

ing on it the cam wheel, X, in the groove of

which there runs a pin, 0, that is the guider

of the regulating cam, 1*. This P is capable

of turning on the center, K, as the cam wheel,

X, is set on I', and by so doing it separates

tlio knobs, S, which work in the angular

slots, T of P. These knobs arc connected with

bars, F, (shown by dotted lines) fastened to
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the bearings of 0 by tlio bed plates, V ; as

they are brought nearer together or further

apart, they will separate or bring closer to

gether the cutters, G. Over the whole of this

fits a hard steel bed plate, (shown at Fig. 2,)

and over this the stave is guided by the ar

rangement to be described. W is the plate of

the shape represented ; in the holes k' k", fit

the tops of the feed wheels, Iv' K", and in the

recesses, X, the cutters, G, work. The plate

 

is fastened down by screws a. and in the center

is a V-shnped piece of sharpened steel which

holds the stave in proper position while the

bevels are being cut; this is shown by r, and

it is fastened by the screws, d, so that it can

easily he removed for sharpening.

The operation of this machine is very sim

ple ; the stave which is to be fashioned being

placed on the plate, W, the feed rollers convex-

it on, the bevel edges are cut, and then the

horizontal ones give the bulge, and it comes

out without being once touched or moved by

the operator, although every part of the ma

chine is under his immediate control. It is

NO. P.

the invention of II. I.. McNish, of Lowell,

Mass., and one is on exhibition at the Ory>.tal

Palace during the Fair.

Any further information may he obtained

by addressing McXish & Butler, Lowell,

Mass., or at the Crystal Palace.

».

Plated (-oodfl.

Any metal is capable of receiving upon its

surface a thin layer of another metal, and

goods so prepared are called plated. Thus

iron is plated with copper, copper with silver,

and silver with gold, and the plating may be

performed by cither of two ways :—First, the

oldest or amalgamation process, by which the

articles are first rubbed over with quicksilver,

and when perfectly covered, silver or gold foil

is laid on, and rubbed in by a burnisher, and

then the whole is subjected to a high tempera

ture until all the quicksilver is driven away

when the silvered or gilded goods are polished

and finished. The other process is electrotyp-

ing, by which means all the metals can be de

posited from their chemical solutions on any

other piece of metal or conducting body ; thus,

a leaf, a flower, or animal, by being coated

with a conducting substance, can bo covered

with a thin film from the most delicate coat

ing to one of any thickness, and can be pre

served in this air-tight metallic case for any

period. An ingenious Frenchman ha3 pro

posed to embalm human bodies by this r*ean%

and there is no doubt it would contribute to

the health of our large cities, and be more

congenial to the feelings of the friends of the

deceased. Xearly all tljgrgold and silver arti

cles of use or ornament arc platctf TrTTtif" j

manner, and for the delicacy of the shade and

evenness of deposit, it cannot be equaled. Of

the statistics of these and a few kindred

branches we can say a word, as for example :

the total value of the plate, plated ware,

jewelry, and watches exported from England

is believed to fall short considerably of

$2,.r.00,00<l. M. Parquin, the greatest manu

facturer of plated goods in Paris, or France,

(for this business centers quite exclusively in

the capital,) who makes to the value of hun

dreds of thousands of francs per annum,

states that while one million and a ht.lf

is the amount of the internal consumption of

France, the internal consumption of Great

Britain amounts to thirty millions, or twenty

times that of France. The French plate I

goods are fashioned, not in general with

stamps, but, by the pressure of tools upon

wood molds in the turning lathe. Some im

provements have also been recently made

which greatly simplify and facilitate the pro

cess of manufacture.

The Poppy.

A letter received at the Patent Office from

Germany, says, the poppy is cultivated in

southern Germany to a large extent, as a sub

stitute for sweet oil. It has supplanted the use

of the imported olive oil wholly in that coun

try.^ It is further stated that the soil and

climate of the Xcw England States is highly

suited for the culture of this article, and they

might provide the whole Union with sweet oil,

and thus save a large sum of money, which

goes to France and Italy.

Another Examiner Gone.—\\'c regret to

learn that John Galpin, Assistant Examiner

in the Patent Office, recently appointed to fill

the place made vacant by llr. Breed's resig

nation, died very suddenly of typhoid fever. ^.Jy^

Bnt a few days before, he was in full health, 'j^tty

lie was highly esteemed as a man and an J> - '

officer.

 



 

 

Issuetl from the United States Patent Office

FOB THE WSXK ENDING OCTOBER 20, 1857.

[.Reported ojlcially for the Scientific American.']

Bakekh' Overs—Hiram Dcrdan, of Now York City :
I claim the employment, in an oven, of asys'emof end
less chain**, in connection with other machinery, ar
ranged and combined substantially ad described, for the
purpose ot introducing dough, or 'other material to be
baked, into the oven, keeping the same In motion
therein, ami delivering the same therefrom when
bnked.

[This oven is. described on another page.]

Coat. Siktfrb—Samuel Booth, of New York City : I
do not claim the different parts composing my improved
apparatus, when separately considered.
But I claim, in my improved coal ash sifter, the

specific arrangement described, consisting ot the in
clined screen in such combination with the chute board,
which is also inclined, that the impact of the stream of
allies anil cinders shall bo perpendicular, or nearly so,
to the surface of Baid screen; and this I claim when
said arrangement is encased within a tight box having
a flap or door to close automatically so soon a* the ashes,
have been poured in, by which construction the separa
tion ot the cinders is effected, by the mere operation of
pouriiiff, and by which, also, the dust incident to sajd
operation is prevented from escaping, as set forth.

Constructinc, Tin: Tiara ov Wauon Wiifki-r.—John
L. Blinn, of Austin, Texas: I do not clahn drawing
the ends of the tire together by u screw, no as to reduce
iU circumference and tighten itp the felloes.
But I claim the removable slips orplates, constructed,

arranged and held in placs substantially as described
and shown, for the purpose of producing a complete un
broken tire, as it were, and at the same time affording
facilities for decreasing the circumtrrence ot the same,
and thus tightening up the felloes, without the lahorof
upsetting, substantially as set forth.

FuiNAere—John Cuse and Iiaac Soules, of Amster
dam. N. Y. : We claim the combination and arrange
ment of the firo and smoke boxes, direct anil return
flues, the valved atmospheric nir orifice, an aperture for
the escape of the sp^ut gases, and the fan for main
taining the circulation ot the air and ga^os, arranged
substantially an declared.

Corn Hcskerb—George K. Brown, of Moultonbor-
ough, N. 11. : 1 claim the rotating drum, 1>, provided
with holding sockets, L, gape plates, I. and clearing
teeth, h, ami acting in combination with the stntiouarv
cutting knife, H, and elastic ribs, E, provided with
stripping teeth, m, with or without brushes, n, on their
under sides, In the manner and for the purposes sped?
fied.

Ftovf. and IYrnace Gp.atef—Wm. T. Coggeshall ,
of Fall Hirer, Mass, : I lay no Halm whatever to apply
ing the grate to its drawer slide in such meaner us io
enable said grate to be either turned horizontally or
tipped laterally, such not being my invention.
But I claim ft new mode of combining the grate, A,

with its drawer slide, B, viz., by a supporting annulus,
separate from, and arranged on the slide and made

to support the prate, substantiallv aj explained, my in
vention aflbrdtns a clear ash space under tlic grate,
while it secures the advantage of aliening the grate to
be either tipped laterally, or to bo turned or vibrated
horizontally, u occasion may require.

Kcbbkku of Rait.eoad Cam Brakes—Henry M. Col
lier, i-f B^nglinniton. N. Y. : I do not claim a" metallic
hear! or -ocket to bold a wooden shoe or rubber ; nor a
wooden shoe or robber presenting the end of grain or
fibre .n a friction s-iriace ; nor the semp^rs, o o ; nor
a dovetail for securing a removable piece, as herctolore
used or described.
But [ claim the serrated circular back, V V, of recess

In B. anil the hiding cap, ?, as described, and for the
purposes set forth.

Bratwo off ri'.ANtTfl from their Vines—Thomas
L. Colville, i f Wilmington, N. 0., and Samuel Shep-
herd. of Nashua, N. II. : We do not claim the described
machine, or any portion thereof, when used for other
ptirposta thaw those designated.
But wecl iirn, lirst, thb machine for beating peanuts

from their vines, counting essentially of the elastic
feed rolls, fr, tin: screen, I, and the beating cylinders,
BCDnnl h, operating In the manner substantially as
set forth.
Second, We claim the clastic feed rolls, G, operating

in the manner substantially as described.

DruriNO Wagon—Mathins Y. Cope and T. J. Cope,
of tVnterbridge, 1'a. : We do not claim dumping at the
center of the body by dividing the body longitudinally,
or lurnishing it with a falling hinged bottom, as such
arrangements are common, and not useful In common
road wagons or carts which require to be used for haul
ing various objects or materials which necessarily must
he dumped from the end of the body.
But we claim the arrangement consisting of the

hinged divided body, f> G', framing, D D K, bracing, K
li M, sliding locking bar, J, and catches, a a, or their
equivalents, substantially as and for the purposes Bet
forth.

[A notice of this will be found on another page.]

Sowing Sbfj> Broadcast—William A. Chapin, of
St. Johnsbury, Yt. : I disclaim the horizontal rotating
arms or tubi s with their valves and adjustable cam.
But I claim the extension tube, F , and shaker, W,

when arranged eubstantinllv in the manner and tor the
purposes described.

Va*e for Wind Wheels—Jesse SI. Clock, of Atlan-
ticville, N. Y. : I do nut claim, broadly, the application
of a weight to the wines or sails ot a wind wheel, for
the purpose of rendering them self-regulating, for this
has been done in various ways.
Neither do I claim the sails arranged and applied to

the wheels, rs shown.
But I claim the vane, I, formed of two parts, a' 1/. the

part 1/ having an oblique position relatively with ihe
part a', and either hinged to said part a', or attached
permanently to it, for the purpose specified.

[By this arrangement the sails or wings may quickly

bo brought round to the wind in cases of any sudden

change In Its direction, and they are also self-adjust

ing.]

Snurwa Leather, &c—Adolph It. E. Falck and
Paul Sluerger, of Newark, N. J. : We do not confine
ourselves to form of pencil brush or to tubes ; cither
one may be changed to suit the occasion and applica
tion. _
Neither do we confine ourselves to any limited num-

b r of brtuhefl or tubes.
We do not claim to be the inventors of the individual

or separate parts ot the described machine for drawing
parallel right lines.
We claim the double tubes or pencil holders, Q G G,

and G , dampers w w w, and mixers, 1 1 1, arranger!
and operated by the levers, K i, and connection rod, II,
which U attached to the wheel. B, in the manner and
tor the specific purpose substantially n3 described and
shown.

Cotton Cri/rivATons—Daniel P. Forney, of Jackson
ville, Ala. : I claim the application of the rollers, I, and
brake, K, in combination with the hoes, G, aud cranks,
E aud F, substantially in the manner and fur the pur
pose described.

Sawing Machine—J. F. Fester, of Jersey City, N, J,:
I do not claim the arrangement of teeth on both edges
a reciprocating saw, so as to cut in Itoth directions of its
motion.
But I claim imparting to the saw provided with teeth

on its opposite edges, which cut ulti-rnately in opimsite
directions, a reciprocating lateral motion, in the plane
of its longitudinal motion, equal to, and corresponding
with, the feeding of the articles to it from opposite sides
as specified.

I also claim giving to the way guides in which the
saw gate runs, an alternate motion at right angles to
the motion of the saw, and equal to the feed motion on
each side, substantially as described.

I also claim the combined arrangement of parts, by
which the cutting throw of the saw and the feed motion
are produced by the samo vibratory lever, II, which
drives the saw. and are, consequently, always precisely
equal, invariably correspond with the motion of the
saw, and are varied simultaneously to any extent with
out disarranging this harmonious "agreement of all the
motions', substantially as set forth.

Screens fob Grain Setakators—Abram Gaar. of
Richmond. Ind. : I am aware that a riddle has been
made of slats alone ; and I am also aware that a screen
has been made out of a punched plate : and in some
cases that a tongue has been left in the aperture, whieti
was bent upward to direct the blast, but that in this
latter plan the grain had little or no facility for passing
through the apertures. I eiaim none of thes'e things.
But I claim a screen composed of a thin piece of metal

punched with suitably shaped apertures, with narrow
strips of metal extending across, and riveted to said
plate of metal, and overhanging said apertures at any
angle greater than that of the plate, for the purpose of
allowing the grain to pass through the apertures of said
plate, giving direction to the bla?t, and at the same
time preventing straw or chafffrom entering said aper
tures, ns set forth.

Wbist-banD Fastener*—Benjamin F. Grinnell, of
New York City : I claim the external plate, B, with its
connections, d and d', and buttons, e and o\ in combi
nation with the spriny, f, the whole being constructed
substantially in the manner and and for the purpose
specified.

Steam Plows—John li- Cray, of Fair Play, Wis. : I
claim the screw shafts E E', two or more, provided with
right and lelt threads or Handles, », and arranged and
operated substantially as shown, or in an equivalent
way, for the purpose of propelling the machine both in
a direct line and laterally, as described.

I further claim the adjustable wheels, N N, when ar
ranged and applied to the machine, as shown, for the
purpose speciiied.

I also claim connecting the arms, Z 7,, to the bars W,
which are operated or actuated by the lever, T, in com
bination with the shares, AA', attached to the swinging
anus, '/. Z, in the manner and for the purpose set forth.

[This plow Is described on another page.]

Cons IICSKF.E—Aides Graham, of Koxburv, Mass, : I
claim the vertical reciprocating knife, C." in com
bination with the slitting cutter, k. stripping fork,
1. and Blotted bed, F, arranged and operated substan
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

[The inventor uses a vertical reciprocating knife, a

fork stripper, and other appliances, by which he cuts off

the butts, then strips the corn, and discharges the butt

from one side, and the husk from the opposite side of

the machine.]

Wheei/wrightr' Machine—Chaunccy H. Guard, of
Brownsville. N. Y. : I claim the arrangement of the re
sistive movements, thereof wi^h ench other, and witli
the frame of the machine, in such a manner taut the
several parts of a wheel may first be separately operated
Upon, and tlu:U be combined witli each other, as set
forth.

Closing Farm G.vTr..s—Thomas B. Hand, of Madi
son, Ind. : I claim the application of the semi-grooved
tangent brace or lever with pulleys, and weighted cord,
for the closing of farm gatee, and other similar purposes,
(as in the several modes specified) and In such a man
ner as to secure a greut equality and permanencv of
force, and the amount of which can be regulate'd at
pleasure, and using any matcris! that will answer the
purpose.

Seed Planter*—P. Ilinklev, ot Charleston, III. : I
am aware that distributing wheels provided with spouts
and having seed cells formed in their hubs for distribut
ing the seed into the spouts attached to the wheels, have
been previously used, the parts being arranged substan
tially as those shown.

I therefore do not claim the distributing wheels.
Nordo I claim the universal compensating joints, b.
But I claim placing the distributing wheels, II, in

frames, F, the front ends of which are pivoted to arms,
D, attached to the rock shaft, C, and having the back
ends of the frames, F, rest or bear on the rock shaft, K,
when the wheels thus arranged are connected by the
universal compensating joints, b, or their equivalents,
substantially as and for the purpose forth.

[A universal joint connects the two wheels so that

that each can follow any Inequality of the ground, inde

pendently of the other, and the. distributing wheels can

be raised from the ground when not nt work, or when

moving from field to field.]

Carriage Springs—Bold P. Hoot!, of Clinton, N. C:
lam aware that auxiliary springs have been carried
from the center of the aeach to the ends of t he carriage
body, or connected with the transverse springs ; there
fore I do not claim broadly, the use of auxiliary springs,
irrespective of their peculiar coastruction and arrange
ment
But I claim the combination and arrangement of the

springs, F F, with the springs, D D, as described for the
purposes set forth.

[A description of these springs will be found on

another page.]

Bkndtng Flanges on Boiler Heads—David How
ell, of Louisville, Ky. : 1 claim the employment or use
of an annular bed or anvil in connection with a roller
or rollers attached to a traversing lever in anv proper
way, for the purpose of bending down the inner nnd
outer edges ol annular plates and thereby forming the
flanges of boiler heads, flue ringK, and the like, as set
forth.

[For information about this machine wc refer to

page 62.]

Pianoforte Action—George Howe, of Roxbnry,
Mass. : I do not claim the Erard action, made either
wit h or without a second lever, as described, and with
a double or V spring turning on a center pin, the fly
being either hinged to the second lever or to the key.
But I claim the improved Erard action, having a ham

mer, holder, and fly, arranged, applied to, amf operat
ing with the key, fever and hammer, as described, and
having the spring, K, applied to the holder and fly in
such a manner that it shall be fixed in the former and
project towards and rest on the flv projections, and
without any joint or pin for the spring to turn on,
whereby the spring operates free from noise, and fr- not
liable to get out ot place or order.

Bakes for Harvesters—Samuel Comfort, Jr., of
Morrisville, Pa. : I do not confine myself to any pre
cise mode of imparting a vibrating movement to the
lever, E.
But I claim operating the rake bv means of the vi

brating lever, E, ratchet wheel, N, spindle, F, arm, K,
spring pawl, F, and rods, L Q„and M. in combination
with the segment, q, nnd plate, I,' when the whole are
arranged aud combined for joint operation substan
tially in the manner set forth and for the purposes spe
cified.

Ehdlkss Aprons of Threshing Machines—Adolph
Jungc, of Belleville. III. : I claim making the slats of the
carrier, o o, substantially in the form shown and de-
seribed, and connecting them by means of a flat band
Inserted in their ends, so that they will retain and carry
the threshed grain, and protect th*1 bands that connect
them from being worn by the pulleys that operate the
carrier.

HARVOONB—James Q. Kelly, of Sag Harbor, N. Y- : I
claim the arrangement of the eye, or point of attach
ment of the line, D, to the harpoon, and the eye in the
slide, G, through which the line passes at different an
gles on the harpoon when prepared for throwing, sub
stantially as described, whereby a twisting movement is
given to the point of the harpoon in the act of being
thrust farther into the whale, for the purpose set forth.

I also claim the connecting rod, i, and guide, G, in
connection with the sliding socket, C, whereby the ad
vantages of a long socket or bearing are attained, with
out the disadvantage of a continuous tube. In case of
bending the rod or shaft which slides therein, substan
tially as specified.

Plows—J. S. Lash, of Carlisle, Pa, : I do not claim
the attachmentof the draught rod to a spring, irrespec
tive ot the arrangement and manner of applying the
spring.

I claim the arrangement of the long, flat and straight
spring, C, on top of the beam, and the combination of
the same, thus arranged with the draught rod, E, hy
means of the elbow lever, substantially as and for the
purposes described.

[With this nrrangemcnt, if the plowshare strikes

against a stump, rock or other impediment, the sudden

jerk or resistance caused thereby will, instead of coming

upon the team, fall upon the spring, and cause it to

descend a certain distance, and thus save the plowshare

and horses from injury- This appears to be a very

simple and useful attachment for plows.]

Steam Genkrators—A. B. Latta, of Cincinnati, O. :
I claim the application of the pump, K, to a coiled
boiler, in combination with the pipes, G, and strainers,
IJ, the whole being arranged and operated in the man
ner substantially as described, for the purpose of caus
ing the water to circulate through the coils from the
lower part of the water jacket, and of separating the
steam generated in the coils from the water, and then
conducting it into the steam chamber or upper part ofthe
water jacket, and of returning the water unconverted
into steam hack into the lower part of the water jacket,
as set forth.

Mantfaotcu of Cotton Vahnb—S. C. Lister, of
Bradford, and J. Warburton, of Addlngham, Eng. Pat
ented in England Nov. 23, lw : We claim an improve
ment in the process ofmanufacturing cotton yarn, the
same consisting in wetting the cotton roving previous to
its being drawn, and in drawing and spinning it while it
is in a wet state, sucli being productive ofadvantages as
stated.

And we also claim in the process of impregnating the
roving with water or liquid, nnd drawing and spinning
it while wet, the employment of heated water or heating
the water as explained", whereby advantages are gained
asset forth.

Plows—C. M. Magrudcr, of Thomaavillc, Ga. : I
iclaim the polygonal plate, D. in combination with the
arm, C, and beam, A, in the manner and for the pur
poses set forth.

Grain Cradles—Daniel Miffleton, of King George,
Va. : I claim the adjustable fingers, D, in combination
with the brace. F, arranged and operating in the man
ner aud for the purpose set forth.

Air and Vapor Bcrner—O. F. Morrill, of Boston,
Ma.^s. : I do not claim an air and gas burner consisting
ot a cylindrical tube having a wire gage ouperforHted
disc, or disseminator, and combined with a tube for sup
plying U with olefiunt gas, and being open so as to allow
common air to mix with the gas, and pass through the
disseininatorwith the gas and be burned therein.
Nor rio I claim combining with an air and gns burner,

a perforated or wire gauze chimney or tube to extend
around aud above the same, as this latter ha* been
patented by Wm. F. Shaw.
Nor do I claim a hydro-carbon vapor burner as made

of a combination of a'n ordinary gas burner, a reservoir
to hold the liquid hydro-carbon, nwick tube and a se
condary burner or lamp to heat the wick tube, and va
porize the liquid ofits wick, in order that the vapor mav
pasv into the gas burner, and there be burned unmixed
with air.
But I claim- the combination of the air and vapor

burner, E F. of the kind described, with the reservoir,
B, wick-holder, C I), and a lamp or burner to operate
against the wick-holder and vaporize the liquid of its
wick, the whole being constructed so that such vapor
may be discharged into the air-receiving chamber, E,
and be mixed with air therein, and witli such air 1«?
caused to flow upward through the meshes <f the dis
seminator, F, eo as to be burned thereon, substantially
as specified.

Automatic Castor and Fan—Ellis & Addison II.
Nordyke, of Kichmond, Ind. : We are aware that revolv
ing fans operated by clock-work are now in use : such
device therefore of itself we do not claim.
But we claim the combination of a revolving fan, C,

P, F, F, F, F, with the castor, A, B, in the manner
shown aud described.
We also claim operating the castor frame, B, in the

manner set forth.

Steam Boilers—"Wm. Geo. Norris, of Philadelphia,
Pa. : I am aware that boilers have been constructed
with a supplementary combustion chamber forming
part of the fire-box, having valves for the admission of
the atmosphere, for the purpose ot more effectually con
suming the gases evolved from the combination of the
furnace. But I disclaim nny such urrangement. The
chamber in my improvement, between the fire-box and
tube sheet being closed, ami for the express purpose of
preventing any combustion from going on In actual
contact with the tubes. G, of the boiler, and for the pur
pose of reverberating and therebv equalizing the heat
before it reaches the tubes of the boiler.

I claim the combination with the ordinary stcam
boiler and fire-box of a close chamber separated from
the fire-box by a partition or perforated water wall, cou-
strncted and operating us and lor the purposes set forth.

Steam Plowe—E. Graves Otis, of Yonkers, N. Y. : I
am aware that plows have been previously attached to
endless chains, and I therefore do not claim broadly
such device irrespective of the arrangement i f the parts
substantially as shown.
But I claim attaching the plows, N. to the chains, K

K, as herein shown and described, wberuby they may
he adjusted more or less obliquely to corri Fpund witli
the oblique position of the furrows, and also to allow for
the cont raction ot the fchain in passing around the
pulleys.

I further claim the teeth, s, attached to the sleeves, v,
on Hie tic-rods, m, and provided with the pr^ingH, u,
substantially as shown for the purpose *p< cificd.

[This is described on another page.]

Coal Stoves—D. Christian Raub, of Davenport,
Iowa : I claim, in combination with the fire-box, 1>, and
its grates, D', nnd perforated or slotted com*, c, the
slides, F, F2, F3, F 4, arranged and operating in con
nection therewith, substantially in the manner and lor
the purpose set forth.

Swathing Apparatus eor Harvesters—Samncl C,
Longshore, of Lnhnskn, Pa. : I do not disiri- to chum
exclusively the depositing of the severed grain or grass
on to the ground in a line with the cutters, or the em
ployment of a cone-shaped rake for effecting that pur
pose.
But I claim the anenlar rotating rake in combination

witli the endless apron, nnd the plate I, with its recesses.
I, and projection, k, when the whole Is arranged and
constructed substantially in the manner nnd for the
Hirpose set forth.

Sewing Machines—T. J. W. Robertson, of New York
City : I do not claim bmndly the employment of two
needles for the purpose of sewing cloth, for they are seen
in the patents of O. Avery, ( >ct. 1*52, to May 9. 1854.

I claim, first. Forming" a scam by passing a loop of
thread through the fnhric to 1>e sewed ; then passing
through the fabric and through the first loop, a loop
taken from another thread, fruin the same side of the
material n^ the previous loop: then passing through
the fabric another loop from the first tlm-ad through its
own first loop and the loop of the second thread ; thus
making a line of stitching which 1 call "double back
stitching.*'
Second, Tiie arrangement and combination of the

needles, iandj, or their equivalents, substantially as
described.

Cn.TiVATOE Teeth—Chas. H. Sayre, of Utica, N. Y. :
I claim the method described of securing cultivator
teeth termed ofsheet metal to the frame, by means of a
head or cap piece, constructed in the manner substan
tially as described.

Breecii-Loaping Fi uk-Arms—C. T). Skinner, of Hod-
dam, Ct.. and Dennis Tryon, of Middletown, Ot ; We
do not claim the use of a*chambered breech-piece, fitted
with a slot to slide and swing upon a stationary pin, nor
the employment of springs, b and I, to poll Dock and
raise up such breeeh-pirce.
But I claim, first, The employment in combination

with the chambered breech-piece operating and oon-
trolled by springs and by a tcrew as described, of the
lipped projections, f and g, formed, applied and operat
ing substantially us set forth, to prevent abrasion of the
joint between the barrel and chamber, by the act of
opening and closing the chamber.
Second, Constructing and applying the hammer nnd

sere in the manner described, whereby when the cham
bered breech-piece is in connection with the barrel, the
tooth or acting point, p, of the trigger is brought under
the heel of the sere, but when the chambered breech-
piece Is raised, the said tooth or i-dnt, b, is brought be
hind the s«id heel, so that in the formcrc-isr- the trigger
is operative, and in the latter can have no other effect
than to lock the sere, as set forth.

rSec notice on another page.]

Cotton* Clrankbr—Jesse Johnson, of Hempstead Co.,
Arkansas : I claim the construction and arrangement of
the main or beating cylinder, N, in such n maimer as to
have the cud, N 2, thereof to work in beds or rece«sses
or depressions as at N 3 N It, formed in the inner sur
faces of the sides of the caning, substantially as set forth
and for the pnrpose described.

Man- Machine—J. S. King, of Iaivnhain, Mass. : I
claim pointing a cut nail or spike Immediately after it
has been severed from the nail plate, bv compressing
Its point between the Up, E, and n portion of the outer
end of the moving knife, B, substantially asset forth.

Cobn HrnKiNG Macuinks—M. W. Stevens and K. G.
Kinsley, of .Stoughton, Man,: Wc are aware that an
endless apron, with troughs, has been used in a husking
machine for feeding the ears of corn.
We are also aware that an intermittent motion has

been applied to a feeding cylinder, so that it shall stop
at eacli time an car i« presented to the action of a husk
ing cylinder, or to that of a cutting-off knife. We,
therefore, do not claim such as our invention.
But we claim the plates, d d nnd i i. provided with

teeth or points for holding the busks, in combination
with the piston or bar. I„ knives, v, and II, spring, g g,
and stop-plate, u, the whole being arranged for opera
tion substantially In the manner ana for the purposes set
forth.

Chain Machine—Laurbton Towne, of Providence,
R. I. : I claim the forming guide for holding and trans
mitting the chain during the formation thereof; con
structed and arranged ns described, or in any other
manner which will enable it to perforin substantially the
same functions.

J also claim giving to the formine guide an angular
laoveUMUL upon ojsis, so as t« pivseuf the chain in
the successive" links, in such uoritioii* that the arms
thereof will aHemately interlock.

I also claim the double movement of the punch, m,
first, to give the outer bends to the links while deposit
ing them upon the forming guide, and second, to finally
clinch them, and force the chnin downward to make
room for the succeeding links, buh-tun'LiHy us speci
iied.

I also claim the arrangement and enmbln.it ion of the
carrier, K, die, m, und the forming guide, or their equi
valents] i-ohs to first In-ud the linlcs inward near the
extremities: of the arms, an I afterward to make the
bends nearer the center ot the link* for the purpose
specified.

f also claim the slender convert In* rod- or holders, r,
r, for holding down the top link while In-ndm-: the first
pair of arms of the liuk below up over it.

Ial-o claim the arrangement and operation of the
slides, a n, s>r their equivalents, substantiallv as de
scribed, so as to bi nd and clinch the arms of each link
successively by pairs, and cause t e succeeding pair or
itairs to overlap the preceding ones, or in case the links
have an odd numlier of arms, to cause the succeeding
arms of each link to overlap the preceding ones singly
in succession.

I also claim the fingers, p p. operating as described,
for the purpose of forcing and holding down the first
pair of anus, so as to enable the succeeding pair to bo
lapped over them, substantially us specified.

Hhadrj for Lamre—Wra. Kimble, of New York
CitT, and Wm. U. C. Barih U, of West Point, N. Y. :
We claim the described method of constructing a refract
ing light shade—that is to say, having its interior so
shaped that all rays shall fall perpendicularly upon the
receiving surfaces, in combination with an exterior re
fracting surface, by which only f tie rays shall Im deviated
into the required direction, 'substantially as described.

Keoipbocatini; Mill Saw—Samuel Tarver, of Augus
ta, Arkansas : I claim a hollow saw, so constructed as
that the dust willpa-a from it os last »s formed, and
therefore contained in that association of parts de
scribed by It, 1), K, K. T, H. 11. K, K. K. in the draw
ings an l by the two steel plates described in the specifi
cation, for the uses and purposes set forth.

Blows—P. K. Thorn, of Farming-ton, Tenn. : Iclaim
combining with the ordinary turning plow an adjusta*
hb1 .~cmp;-r, A A. adjustable" laterally and perpendicu
larly us described.

AiTUi Slicix—Nathaniel Thomas, of East Pixfield,
Me. : I am awan* that applesllcers and cores have been
made, which consisted of a tube having straight knives
placd radially within, an example is seen la R.
Mitchell's patent, April 18, l*o*, and I therefore dis
claim thrin.

I claim the construction of apple slicers in the man
ner described and represented.

[TIih invention employs two knives fo placed that

by rotating the apple between them, it is very quickly

sliced.]

Phinting pBEsa—John II. Utter, of New York City :
I do not claim, broadly, actuating the platen by means of
the impression level's, us that has been previously done;
neither do I claim giving an impression by means of thy
leverage described.
But I claim, first. The combination of the swinging

platen, K, levers, g, h, I, and shaft, f, when arranged as
set forth.
Second, I claim connecting the inking rollers to the

swinging platen bv means of rods, p, or their equivalent,
in such a manner that the movement of the platen
around its center of motion shall came the inking
rollers to p.iss across the type, when arranged ami
operating substantially in the manner described.
Third, I claim giving the frieketa motion in an oppo

site direction to that of the platen during a portion of
its movement by the means and for the purpose speci
fied.

Cotton Cultivatohs—K. A. Vick. of Byhalia, Misa.:
I claim the construction aud arrangement of the body,
L, top-piece, D, and front bar, G, so as to be firmly and
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conveniently combined and so that thrjc bolu will unite
them together, and at the name time secure the han
dles, beam and blade thereto, dubstantially in the man

ner s;>eelned.

Machines FOR Spadrcq Land—Win. E. Ward, *«f
Portchestcr. N. Y. : Having described the mode of con
struction which 1 have planned for the application of
my invention, I do not wish to be understood as limit
ing my claim of Invention to audi mode of application,
as other and equivalent modes of construction may be

substituted.
Nor do I wish to be understood aa limiting myself to

the use of the several parts of my invention, aa some of
these may be used in connection with substitutes for the

others.
I claim the mode of operation of the mechanism sub

stantially a- described, for Imparting the cutting action

to tile spades as set forth.
I also rlllin the mechanism for tilling the spades sub

stantially as described, in combination with the me
chanism for giving the cutting action to the said spades,
substantially as described.

I also claim, in compilation witli the spades oi>prated
substantially as deecrits-d, the shield plate, substantially
as described for aiding in disintegrating and reversing
the slices, as they are thrown up bv the spades as set

forth.
I also claim, in combination with the spades operated

snnstantiaUyaa described, the yielding or springing part
of the levers" for imparting tile digging or euttiu;; action

the spades, and the yielding or springing part of the
tiltinz levers as set fortli. and lor the purpose of prevent
ing the mechanism from being broken, when tlte spades
meet with any obstruction, such as stones.

Plow—Noah Warllck, of Lafayette. Ala. : I claim
the doable-faced plow stock, constructed, arranged and
operating substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Coks Svindle Fon Casting—I). A. Webster, of New
York City, and Geo, F. Burroughs, of Lumberton, N.
J. : I um'aware that core spindles have been made witli
a wedge stave secured at either end ; bn* do not con
sider such a mechanism at all practicable in casting
heavy work.
We do not claim, broadly, a collapsing core spindle, as

we know their use is common ; nor do we claim a hollow
cylinder composed otstaves or their equivalent.
But we claim, first. The combination of n transverse

centershaft with the disk followers, B H, and inclined
projections, 1* 1), substantially as and for the purpose

set lorth.
Second, The bottom head, E', constructed as de

scribed, in combination with the shaft. A. and followers,
B B. substantially as described, whereby I am enabled
to cist one end of the tube closed, the whole arranged as

set forth.

Cotton- SxKn Planters—T. W. White, of Millodge-
viiie. Ga, : 1 claim, first. The arrangement of the tlauge
in relation to the hopper and the plow, so that it will
lollow in the turrow made by the plow, and elevate the
discharge opening for tiie seed above the ground for the
purpose described.
Second, The combination of the plow, the seed severer

and the adjustable connecting rod, ru, when arranged in
the manner and for the purpose Set forth.

Washing Machine— loel Wisner, of Aurora. X. Y. :
I claim the use of the tinted rim, II, on the inside of the
tul>e, the quarter moon, knuckle edge rubber, C and I),
the serrated clamp, K, with springs, arranged and oper
ating in the manner and for the purposes set forth,

made of metal or wood.

Smut Maoiiinks—J. A. Woodward, or Burlington,
Iowa: I do not claim the curved spout, II, nor do I
claim broadly and separately subjecting the grain to
two or more separate blasts while passing through the
machine, for this has been previously done, and curved
blast spouts have been previously used. Neither do I
claim separately any of the parts described and forming
a part of the scouring device.
But I claim the scouring device formed of the beater,

a, attached to the cvlindrieal screen, c, in combination
with the scouring plate. D, and cylinder, K, formed of a
series of rings, a x, plaecd one' over the other, witli
spaces between them, when the devico thus constructed
is placed relatively with the blast passage, ,J I, substan
tially as described, whereby the grain is thoroughly
scoured, and subjected to three blasts, and thoroughly
separated from the inferior grain and lighter foreign
substances, such as chess and the like.

I further claim the adjustable screens, .1. plaeed hi the
clumber, K, un l arranged relatively with the fan bov,
B, as shown, whereby the chess and lighter and inferior
grain may when of sufficient value lie discharged from
the machine separately and In a clean state, or when
worthless allowed to pass into the fan-box to he ejected
therefrom with the finer and tighter foreiun sub

stances.

[This smut machine lias the scouring device so ar

ranged that it breaks up the smut lialls, and leaves them

in the best state to receive, the action of the blast from

the winnowing arrangement. ,

Amalgamator—J. A. Bertola (assignor to himself
and .John Stapg,) of New York City : I claim the ma
chine described, for effecting the complete amalgama
tion of precious metals from ores containing such metals
consulting of a double concave niuller with grooved bot
tom, extending diametrically from side to side of the
tub, A. leaving spaces or chambers on each side of it,
and revolving in said tub upon a central and vertical

axis, substantially as set forth.

Mode, of Primino Repeating; Fire-arms—George It.
Crooker, of New York Citv, assignor to Geo. G. Martin,
of Brooklyn, N. Y. : I claim the method described of
depositing the percussion priming and cutting it off in
the rvcess in the breech, us s«t fortli. constituting a self-
primiog apparatus, constructed and operating as speci

fied.

MASLTACTriTirNG SEAM!.!
W. GitchcU and L. W. Hail
signors to " The Seamless
Company": 1 claim, first, e
portions of a seamless artic

;s Felt Garments—Deles
;cr. of Mattewan, N. Y\. as-
Garinollf Manufacturing

tting the original portion or
jt clothing from a harden

ed bat, and then so perfectly uniting the edges of the
sai l portion or portions, wifli each, by felting, that the
articles thus formed will be of uniform thickness In
every part, anil will he of so tenaciou.1 a texture, that
they will retain their original shape during the ulti
mate condensing operation of the fulling mill, all sub
stantially as set fortli.

Rotary Tumi's—Henry Pease, of Brockport, N. Y..
1 ,-sienor to himself. .lohu Kckler, E. 11. Buswell, and F.
Bclden. of same place : I claim the valve, n n, con
structed substantially as described, that is, banging the
valve eccentrically oh the pin, a, to compensate for the
natural wear.
The banger port ion or heads of the valve constructed

as described, to close the valve before the cylindrical
portion reaches the abutment.
The construction of the wearing surface of the valve

as described, for the purpose of obtaining a large wear
ing surface, and securing it from injury while passing
the abutment.

Wasiiinu Machine—Smith Skinner, of Lowell, Mass
assignor to Win. II. Skinner, of Lawrence, Mass., and
Jacob Nichols, dr.. of same place: I claim the wash
board constructed of a number of elliptical slots, or
their equivalents, arranged in such a manner that they
may tip back and fortli as the clothes, H, are pressed
and moved on them sufficiently to present their flat in
stead of their sharp surfaces to the clothes, and be pre-,
vented from tipping too tar. by wire rods, G, which pass
through holes, e (of a larger sixd than the rods) formed
through eaeh of the slats, essentially in the inannerand
tor the purposes set forth.

I also claim the serrated sections, T, or their equiva
lents in the rubber, so constructed and arranged in com
bination with the washoard, C, that, they can be swung
b ick and forth to rub and wash the clothes, essentially in
the manner and for the purposes set fortli.

DERIGNS.

Kuelv Brackets—Irah Cha.se, Jr., of Boston, Mass.

 

Design for Grave Borders—Irah Chase. Jr.. of Bos

ton, Mass.

Clock Cases—S. B. Jerome, <gf Watorbury, Conn.

Cooking Stoves—G. Smith, and II. Brown (as
signors to Leilirandt, McDowell & Co..) of Pliihuh 1-

phla, Pa.

PauiaSu Stoves—G. Smith and II- Brow n (-issianors
to Leilirandt, McDowell & Co..) of Philadelphia, Pa.

Stoves—G. Smith and 11. Brown (assignors to Lei-
bi-audt, McDowell & Co.) ofPhiladelphia, Pa.
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rFor the Scientific American. J

The Sen nnd One of lis Content*.

.Sen water contains iodine, but in such nit

exceedingly small quantity that to obtain one

pound, two million quarts of water must bo

evaporated. Iodine is as indispensable fo the

existence of marine plants as snlphur and

phosphorus are the necessary ingredients of

terrestrial vegetation. " They have so strong

an affinity for it that, separating it from the

floods around them, they appropriate it to

themselves as S solid element. Iodine was

first discovered in the ashes of marine plants,

from which vast quantities ure obtained at

the present day.

In the earliest periods of history, men re

siding on the sea-coast were in the habit of

taking the sea-wceds brought to the shore in

immense quantities by the waves, nnd reduc

ing them to ashes for the purpose of obtaining

soda. If from these ashes a lye is formed,

soda will crystallize from their solution. But

at a certain stago of the concentration, crys

tallization ceases, when the lye would be

thrown away as useless, and with it a valua

ble amount of iodide of soda, for the iodine is

much more easily dissolved than the soda, re

mained dissolved in the lye.

Conrtois, a soap-boiler in Paris, threw a

quantity of sulphuric acid into a lye of this

kind in which crystallization had ceased, and

he must have been surprised to find that by

the addition of sulphuric acid to a larger

amount of lye, the atmosphere of his room

was filled with violet vapors of a peculiar

odor. These violet vapors were the iodine ;

thus occurred the discovery of one of the most

interesting bodies of inorganic nature.

Conrtois in time became acquainted with

several of the properties of iodine, but could

not, as may be supposed, follow up his dis

covery ; still he showed his good sense by

communicating these wonderful facts to those

who «onld appreciate them. By the masterly

hands of the most celebrated French chemist*

marvelous qualities were brought to light

which had long been hidden in the waters of

the ocean. On reading the journals of those

days, wc find almost on every page investiga

tions on the subject of iodine, as if every one

would claim some of the honor of its discovery,

or would at least aid in examining its proper

ties.

The manner of preparing iodine nt the pre

sent day is very nearly the same as at the time

of its discovery. It is chiefly obtained from

the ashes of sen plants. In the lye of these

ashes iodine is found connected with salt-

bases, from which, by means of sulphuric acid,

it is made to evaporate in violet-colored va

pors. These vapors are gathered in a cool

glass receiver, and condensed as black

graphite-like crystals. As iodine is found in

the ashes of sen-plants, it was a very natural

thought to examine the sea-water itself for

iodine. Distinguished chemists failed to trace

the existence of iodine in sea-water, nnd if

might have never been discovered had not a

sensible re-agent been afterwards found out.

This is the starch-paste which, witli iodine,

forms the blue compound.

The sensibility of the starch re-action upon

iodine, hardly has its equal in analytical

chemistry. Water containing one-millionth

part of starch turns violet when mixed with

iodine. Thus was the way prepared for the

discovery of iodine in every place—all forma

tions of the organic, and inorganic kingdoms

were tested for its existence. It was soon

traced in several wells, aye, even as accom

panying ingredients of the air! indeed, it is

dillieult now to name a single product of na

ture which is totally destitute of iodine.

While many were investigating the nature of

the new body and its existence In nature, the

great mass of flic people inquire!! '•What is it

good for?" and, indeed, as people generally

only recognize the value of anything by the

advantages arising therefrom, these questions

do not surprise us.

Iodine soon overstepped the narrow limits of

the chemical laboratory, and its first applica

tion was medical. From the fact that it was

present in all those remedies which have been

celebrated in curing the goiter, it was thought

that the benefit might arise from iodine alone.

Coindet, a physician in Geneva, was the first

who made a direct application of it. His suc

cess exceeded his highest expectations, so that

iodine, applied internally and externally in all

possible ways, has since played an important

part as a true specific in the materia mcdica.

It is a remarkable fact that all wells contain

ing iodine spring from the tertiary mountains,

whereas we would suppose their origin much

deeper.

Used as a medicamont alone, the consump

tion of iodine could not be very great, as it is

administered in very small doses ; and it soon

entered the arena of technics with unexampled

success. The brilliant and varied hues pro

duced by single combinations of iodine are

mad6 available in the art of painting as well

as in the dyer's shop. But t lie glorious pro

duction of photographs has assured to it an

imperishable place in the history of technics.

From being exhibited as a rarity in small

glass receivers, iodine has now become a staple

article of trade. In France alone 7,000 pounds

of iodine are produced, at 20 francs per pound.

As iodine is now so generally used, a word

of caution in regard to its poisoning proper

ties will not bo out of place. Taken in large

doses it destroys the mucous membrane of the

stomach, and causes sudden death. The

daily inspiration of vapors of iodine effects a

slower but not less fatal poison. Exceedingly

■small doses of iodine poison slowly like mer

cury or lead, its effects being entirely imper

ceptible until the system is pervaded thereby

and ruined.

We have in this instance made the sea give

up one of its treasures, let us hope that we

shall shortly make it give up more.

G. Glkiwitz.

time become changed in its character accord

ing to the substance in the water, still leaving

its woody fibrous appearance, and so perfect

indeed that the' kind of wood can be told.

Xow is it absurd to say that the material com

posing coal would not act in a similar way ;

we find that a change or transmission of the

particles of wood does take place in other sub

stances, and why not in such a penetrable sub

stance as coal is made of?

I have beard it stated by tho'sc who have

visited coal mines that they have seen. a por

tion of the coal in a semi-fluid condition, a

thick unctuous substance—a fact lean readily

believe because we would naturally suppose

such a thing possible. I would ask, do not the

Petroleum or rock oil wells suggest the source

of our coal? i« there any tiling so unreasonable

in the suggestion that it cannot lie entertained

by our savans and geologist* ?

But there is one suggestion that naturally

mies up: if coal is produced from the interior

of the earth, and is a fluid, cannot wc find by

the process of boring, the location of some of

the deposits of that fluid, and do not the Pe

troleum wells, now used I think in Virginia,

demonstrate this ? If so, then I contend, singu

lar as it may seem, that there is no great

stretch of the imagination when we say that

it is possible for man to control in some man

ner the location of coal beds.

L. T. Wells.

Cincinnati, Okio, October, 1857.

[The ingenuity displayed by the above cor

respondent in bis arguments has induced us

to insert his letter, although wc by no means

agree with his inferences. His only tenable

argument is, that you cannot produce Petro

leum from wood; this is true, but wood in its

change into coal undergoes many chemical

as well as physical changes, and as a result of

these changes there is a substance from which

Petroleum can be produced. In chemistry

there ure many parallel cases, and wo are

afraid his idea that coal is "the production of

the interior of the earth" is very indefinite as

well as uusound.—Ei>.

WUnt it la.

Messrs. Editors :—In your paper of Sept

2Cth, you say that one of the savans of the

scientific convention held nt Montreal insisted

that coal was not of vegetable origin. You

state that all geologists at the present time

say that it it, and you "should like to know

how he accounts for the gigantic ferns and

monster pine trees that are found in nearly all

coal formations? Soft coals aro full of these,

while anthracite contains comparatively few

of these marks.''

Let me answer one question by asking an

other: Why is it that the woody fibre is most

ly nt right angles to the stratification of the

coal, ami why is it, that the leaves and more

delicate parts of the ferns lie parallel with the

stratification? I will endeavor to make a few

suggestions, though perhaps in doing so I may

prove that I am neither a geologist nor a

savan.

Poos not the late demonstration bf making

oil from coal prove the non-vegetable origin

of it ? It strikes me that it does ; can you pro

duce the same or similar products from wood ?

I doubt it.

My view of the nature of coal is simply

this, that it is the production of the interior

of the earth, that it is a liquid, and like all

fluids, takes the lowest positions ; and tho

woody fibre and leaves found in coal are of

that character that is produced in low nud

shady positions, giving them a rapid growth

and consequently comparative spongy texture,

such as they seem to be; and like the forest of

the present day, trees are found prostrated,

others much inclined. Xow if a fluid or semi

fluid should take position in a valley or hol

low, where there are trees and plants, it

naturally follows that this fluid would act as a

matrix to all bodies within it.

We have the fact demonstrated, that wood

placed in streams of water, containing sili

ceous matter, iron &c, will often in lapse of

Barrel lUaunfnctory.

An establishment of this kind has been re

cently put into operation at Kasoog, N. Y., b_\

the proprietors of the Metropolitan Mills of

New York City. They employ some forty

hands, and turn out finished stock for oOO

barrels daily; the method of manufacture is

rapid and very systematic; the logs are first

put upon a snw mill and sawed into plank

about four inches thick, (the slabs are used

for heading,) and the plank are cut into thirty

inch lengths, then steamed and cut into staves;

the staves while wet are passed through a ma

chine which finishes both ends at a stroke,

and they are then passed through the dry

kiln, which is the main feature of novelty in

the business. The wet staves piled on cars

enter one end of the kiln, and are taken out at

the other end thoroughly dry. The drying is

accomplished by keeping up a strong and con

stant blast of hot air upon the staves, by

means of a large blower placed in connection

with the boiler surface, in such a manner as to

make a draught upon the fire, and discharge

the whole heat of the fire divested of smoke

into the kiln. Such is the rapidity of drying

that each day's work is dried perfectly in

twenty-four hours, so that to-day a log may

be taken from the stump and to-morrow be

made up into thoroughly seasoned barrels

ready to pack. After drying, the staves are

jointed upon n machine which finishes both

edges nt the same time ; they are then packed

in bundles of one hundred each, ready for

shipment. The heading goes through the

same kiln, and is afterwards finished up and

turned in rapidly working lathes. The heads

are then packed in barrels for transportation.

— Hi » —
ExaixEKU-ix-CniEF.— Samuel Archibold

has been appointed to the position of Engi-

neer-in-Ohiof of the Navy, in jdace of Daniel

B. Martin. Mr. Archibold has been stationer

at the Philadelphia Navy Yurd for the lasl

two years. Ho entered the service in May

18415, nnd has been nt sea over ten year*.
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The Electric Telcsrnpli.

The Electric Telegraph is democratic. It j

was originally designed to be an instrument

through which governments might communi

cate, and it was slow in being placed at the

convenience of the people of large cities ; but

now from the centers of population it speaks

alike for the rich and great, or poor and

humble, with equal indifference. And behold !

lastly, it is to bo applied for the advantage of

the poor fisherman; certainly this is wonder

ful, to aid the operations of the lisherman by

the application of electricity.

In the fiords of Norway, where the herring

fishery is the principal support of the entire

population, it is necessary that when a shoal

of herrings arrive, all the fishermen should in

stantly have it made known to them that they

may quickly have their boats in readiness. To

have the boats so arranged around the bays

or fiords that the fish cannot regain the open

soa is the aim of the fishers. Disappointments

have often occurred from the intelligence of

an arrival coming too late ; and the govern

ment of Norway has established along a dis

tance of over 12 1 miles (the length of coast

frequented by the herrings), a submarine

telegraph, with numerous land stations at

sufficient intervals, to communicate with the

villages inhabited by the fishermen. When a

shoal is perceived making for any of the fiords,

a telegraphic despatch is sent to the fishermen,

and they are in readiness for the taking almost

as soon as the herrings are in the fiord.

When we turn the application of science to

the profit and benefit of the poor inhabitants

of our globe, we demonstrate its true im

portance and grandeur.—VInvention.

piston, the shape of whose periphery corres

ponds with the interval in the pitch of the

screw, and it rotates in the direction indicated

by the arrow. J is the cut-off arrangement,

which is kept in position by a piece (indicated

by the dotted lines), from one of whoso ends

a pin passes through the center of I j K is a

valve that prevents the water from flowino-

back when not in motion.

The operation is very simple; when the

RAMSDEN'S ROTARY PUMP.

Fig. 2

 

 

own coal is almost too vast to be estimated, and

our iron is unlimited in its supply, but by some

want of good management on our part, British

coal and iron is still able to compete with us

on our own soil.

Improved Rotary Pump.

This form of pump is supposed to have some

advantages over the common lift pump ; and

rotary ones are coming into more general use,

on account of the regularity of their action

and simplicity of their parts. The one herein

described is an alleged improvement on the old

form—the novelty consisting in the taper form

of the scrow, which is not so liable to wear as

the ordinary shape, and also by pushing it

along, it can readily be kept water-tight ; and

it will pump as well when tho rotation is slow

as when it is quick.

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of the whole,

and Fig. 2 is a section through the whole, still

showing the working parts in perspective.

Similar letters refer to the same parts in each.

A is the barrel of the pump, 1? the box con

taining the piston, C the ends containing

suitable collars, c, through which the axle of

Fig. 1

screw is turned, to use a popular expression,

it draws the water up the suction pipe, and

brings it in contact with the piston, which

forces it along tho screw, and up the delivery-

pipe ; of course, the quicker the screw is rota

ted, the more water will be ejected, and the

better the whole will work ; but at whatever

rate it is turned, it will draw up a proportion

ate quantity of water. It was patented the

9th of June, 1857.

For further particulars address Robert

Ramsden, South Kaston Furnace, Pa.

ROUTT'S DRAIN PLOW.

 

 

the screw passes, and D She gearing by which

it is worked. E is the sr. tion pipe, aud F the

delivery. I„ Fig. 2, G is t 1 c screw, the edge

of whose thread, g, is cut p'anc and true, so

that it fits water-tight into t c taper barrel,

A, aud H is the shaft of the some, which is

connected with the gear wheels, |). I ;3 (]lt.

One of the great difficulties experienced in

the use of drain plows in damp and marshy

lands is that they tear away the ground, and

even when they cut it smoothly, there are no

means of pressing the sides of the furrow

firm, so that often the whole furrow has to be

batted down with a shovel and trimmed up by

a laborer, thus taking away much of their

value as labor-saving machines. The device

we are now about to describe nearly if not

entirely does away with this difficulty, and

the method employed is extremely simple,

being nothing more than the large wheel, F,

seen in our engraving, which is a perspective

view of the complete plow.

A is the beam, and B B the two guiding

handles, (i is tho coulter which is square at

the cutting point, to give a flat and smooth

bottom for the water course, and D is what

may be called a polisher or pressor, as it

finishes off the base by sliding along it after

having been cut by the coulter. E is the

share, and e e two adjustable pieces, one on

each share, for clearing the refuse mold away.

F is a heavy cast iron V-shaped wheel,

which, following in the furrow, firmly presses

the sides into a good, compact and clean

water course. It is hinged at C, so that it

can follow any inequalities that may occur in

the furrow. This is especially applicable for

damp lands ; and, indeed, wherever a drain

plow is required, this one will be found ser

viceable.

It was patented July'14, 1857, and is the

invention of A. P. Routt, of Somerset, Va.

from whom all further particulars and mfor

mation can be obtained.

» «■ ■

Htntlistii'M of Coal.

In Great Britain, during the year 1851,

there were raised about 86,000,000 tuns of

coal, and the value was about $30,000,000 at

the pit's mouth and 870,000,000 at the place of

consumption. There was then invested in the

coal trade a capital of $44,000,000.

It is calculated that the coal of England is

of about two-thirds the value of all the

precious metals raised annually throughout

the world, and the mean annual cost of iron

melted in England by British coal is $35,000,-

000, so that the coal and iron which is made

available in Great Britain is of more worth

than all the gold anil silver of South America,

California aud Australia. The worth of our

British Appreciation of Amcrlrali Ingenuity.

It is pleasant to us, denizens of the New

World, elearers of forests, explorers of terri

tories as yet unknown to any but the red man,

navigators of rivers whose length we measure

by hundreds not by tens of miles, builders of

cities in places where, a few years ago, naught

was heard save forest sounds—the growl of

the bear, the hissing of the snake among the

leaves, and the woodman's ax—but in each of

which now stands a mighty metropolis, whoso

streets groan beneath the weight of trafiic,

and whose wharves' sides are crowded with

ships of every clime — it is pleasant to us, we

say, to carry our thoughts three thousand

miles away, and find that all our labor, toil,

and their glorious results, have been appre

ciated in the Old and Mother Country. We

have been led to these remarks by reading

the report of a paper read before the Liver

pool Polytechnic Society by Mr. T. 11. Arnott.

at their first meeting this season, on " The In

ventions in use in the United States," aud a

brief condensation of this paper we shall

now give. Mr A. was surprised at our river

steamers, and the Metropolis delighted him

beyond measure ; he told his hearers that on

the Mississippi the Americans have 800 steam

boats running, and that he had traveled 1,500

miles in seven days for twenty dollars ! He

explained the dexterity exhibited by the pilots,

and gave some statistical information of our

trafiic that astonished his audience. Ou our

railroad system he said much, aud although

he found some faults, he thought that, on the

whole, there was much for British railroads to

copy, especially as regards the cars. The lo

comotives attracted his attention, but the

" camel engine" was his greatest object of

admiration. The hydraulic dock he thought

was a master-piece of ingenuity and inventive

faculty ; and the water-works of Fnirniouut

and Croton made him thoroughly perceive

that he was traveling in a country whose

bn*is was the civilization of the nineteenth

century; and lastly, the American telegraph

system, and the mode of conducting the

United States Patent Office, were, he said, ex

amples to the world ; and he concluded by

expressing his admiration of the matter-of-

fact, inventive mind of America.

This is as it should be. Wc like educated

foreigners to come among us, and if we can

reach them anything, they are heartily wel

come to the information, and wc are not too

proud to learn in return. We have, by our

inventive genius, gained a position in the his

tory of the world unparalleled in the records

of nations; let us keep it. Let no panic or

crisis stop this, at any rate, but let us, by

still working in the onward and improving

path, show that we can rise even superior to

adverse circumstances, and, if need be, change

a national disaster into a public good.

Costly Phoject.—According to the ac

counts published in the Guceta, of Salvador,

the engineers of the Honduras Railroad Com

pany are busily engaged in their surveys, and

by the estimate already made by some of

those gentlemen, it appears that the work

will cost twenty-five millions of dollars, iu-'

stead of ten, as estimated by Mr. Squier.

-"-♦•» •»

Wink Revenue.—France (says the Moni-

leiir Vincole) contains about 5,000,000 acres

of vineyards, which are estimated to yield

about 80,000,000 barrels of wine annunlfv, or

about two barrels for each inhabitant;' the

aggregate worth of this vintage is about

$600,000,000. It should be borne in mind

that tho greater portion of this immense pro

duct is consumed by tho French people.

 

Bills on all banks which are current at the

places from whence sent are still received at $

par at tins office for subscriptions, and for ^

agency fees on applications fur patents.
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Progress of Engineering Science.—Motovsi.

Last week we made a trip up the North

river, with a committee of the American In

stitute, on board the John Fnron, a side-wheel

boat, driven by an engine the invention of

Mr. F. B. Blanchard. The motive agents of

this engine are steam and the gaseous pro

ducts of combustion, both of which are used

in the same cylinder to act on the same pis

ton, the steam being used on the low-pressure

or condensing principle. The employment of

the gases of combustion in a manner to obtain

useful effect from all the heat generated in

the furnace (a great quantity of which escapes

from the chimney of an ordinary steam boiler)

has attracted the attention of several scien

tific men, and some experiments have been

made, both in this country and in Europe, in

combining the products of combustion with

steam, to be used in the steam engine ; but so

many difficulties have had to be contended

with in controlling the temperatures, that no

practicable results have heretofore been ob

tained. Mr. Blanchard's improved system of

operation and very ingenious improvements in

the generating apparatus, promise to be very

successful, as they not only effect a great

economy in fuel by the very perfect combus

tion obtained, but, by the very perfect ar

rangement and proportion of his heating sur

faces, the temperature of the gases is so con

trolled that their advent to the engine at a

temperature that would prevent proper lubri

cation with oil, is prevented. As, in conse

quence of proceedings now being taken to

secure European patents, it might be prejudi

cial to Mr. Blanchard's iuterests to give a full

description of his improvements, we will re

serve that for some future number of our

paper, and merely give a brief statement of

the performance of the boat and engine. The

JohaFaron is a boat of 251 tuns, loo feet long,

and 25 feet beam—a proportion of beam t«

length not calculated for great speed—wheels

22 feet C inches in diameter. The trip from

New York to Sing Sing (Mil miles) occupied

2 hours 31 minutes, the return trip 2 hours

29 minutes; thus, it will be seen, the average

speed was about IS miles an hour, the engine

making, on an average, 18 turns per minute.

Coal consumed in both trips, including that

used while laying at the dock at Sing Sing for

1 hour 15 minutes, with the chimney open, (in

which condition the consumption is almost as

great as while running with the furnace closed

up) was 2,178 pounds, every charge being

weighed ; this, most of our readers will under

stand to bo an extremely small quantity. This

is the first engine Mr. Blanchard has built,

except a small one for experiment, and it is

under as perfect control as an ordinary steam

engine; and we think he has every reason to

be satisfied with the result. Mr. B.hasa high-

pressure engine in the Crystal Palace, but

having had to take it apart to get it in, some

delay has resulted in re-erecting it.

Captain Ericsson is again in the field, with

a hot-air engine of improved construction, the

subject of a recent patent. We have seen one,

but uot while in operation, in a small pleasure

boat owned by .1. 15. Kitching, Esq., the en

terprising merchant who was, we believe,

the principal shareholder in the caloric ship

Ericsson, and who still hopes to see the use of

steam, as a motor, superseded by air. Iuthis en

gine the regenerator has been discarded ; and,

in place of the supply pump of the old caloric

engine, another piston, in addition to the

working piston, is, by some exceedingly in

genious mechanism, made to do duty in the

working cylinder, to obtain a supply of air to

the heater, to act upon the working piston.

The air in this engine is not compressed before

being heated, but nil the power is derived from

its expansion by heat. Mr.- Kitching adver-

^ tises, in another column of this paper, to sup

ply small engines for pumping, hoisting, or

manufacturing purposes. We have never been

ofopinion that hot air can supersede steam as

a motor, but we think that this new engine is

certainly free from some of the objections to

the old one, and that if anything practically

valuable is to he made out of hot air, as a

motive power, this experiment is a step in the

right direction. We shall take occasion to

examine this engine more critically, and while

under operation ; and we will refer to it again

at some future time.

The Steamship Adriatic.

" Hope deferred maketh the heart sick," says

the proverb, and it is one which very correctly

describes our feeling on learning that an im

portant portion of the engines of the splendid

steamer Adriatic is to be again remodeled.

Little has been said of this ship for several

months, but a large number of men have been

at work both day and night, urging forward

the completion of the valves and valve motions

which were to tako the place of those remov

ed. It will be recollected that this admirably

modeled and staunchly constructed ship has

been lying at our docks considerably over a

year to allow of the completion and prelimi

nary trials of her engines—operations which

do not usually require more than two or three

months. She was even advertised to sail as

long ago as November of last year, and the

merchants of Boston it will be recollected sent

a petition asking her owners to allow her to

visit that city iftherc should be sufficient time

before she was to take her place in the line.

Whenever the long and narrow new steamship

Persia, belonging to the rival British line,

made a quick trip, far surpassing anything on

record, wc were accustomed to believe that we

had a ship nearly ready which would catch, and

as we fondly hoped, leave her far astern. But

we liavo thus far been disappointed. The

Adriatic was provided with newly invented

valves and valve motions which, although

they had worked well on a smaller engine, ab

solutely failed to answer the intended purpose,

or any other useful one, in this instance. After

mouths of experiment and alteration, attended

with continual breaking down, these iniporv

tant parts were formally discarded, and the

ship, or rather this portion of the job, was

transferred to the charge of another engineer.

The new party was to construct new valve

chests and valves, and new valve gear, and was

to have the ship ready for sea on the 12th of

September last. She was advertised to sail

on that day. The advertisement was subse

quently altered to the 26th of the same month.

The ship was towed around to the usual dock

of the ships of her line, hut although extern

ally she presented the usual appearance of a

ship fully rigged and finished, and although

the fast that steam was raised in her boilers

was on several occasions very apparent, still

she did not start even on a trial trip, and we

have now the unpleasant duty of recording

the total failure of this second great effort.

The new valve gear has been rejected, and a

great part of it has been already removed from

the ship.

The completion of thcengincs appears more

distant than it did a year or fourteen months

ago. But matters are not in an absolute dead

lock. The cylinders themselves are good, and

very compactly and admirably arrangod. The

valves adopted in the latest series of experi

ments are the same as are in general use on

most of our ocean steamers, and are believed

to involve no peculiar difficulties on account of

their size. At our latest advices the prospect

was again hopeful. The engines have, it ap

pears, been again placed in the hands of their

original constructors, the proprietors of the

Novelty Works, who are fitting them with

valve gear similar to that which has been sev

eral years in successful use on the steamship

A rayo. We hope, though we acknowledge to

some hesitation in saying it, that another

"few weeks more" will allow her to prove her

qualities on the ocean to the satisfaction of

the millions who are interested in ' her

success.

Our Troubles and their Causes.

Within the short space of four years, this

country has beon twice thrown into convul

sions. One fine morning in the month of

July, 1854, the. inhabitants of this city awoke

and found out by the newspapers—those use

ful vehicles of information—that one of the

Railway Kings of the country had turned out

to bo a great rascal. Everybody, it may be

supposed, hurried down to Wall street in

double quick time, to look after the stock mar

ket, and to see how much bogus paper they

chanced to possess. Railroad stocks, which

had previously sold at extravagant prices, fell

in the market like rotten trees before tho

wind ; and, as ifby magic, fortunes invested" in

those securities vanished into thin air, carry

ing ruin into many business circles and sorrow

into many previously happy homes. It was

then all at once discovered that railroad stocks

were uncertain and deceptive—that the com

panies had borrowed money to pay dividends ;

and by sundry other acts disgraceful and dis

honorable even to an ago of rccklessjiess in

speculation, the whole financial fabric was

shaken, and the general interests of industry

and enterprizo were paralyzed. Every man

distrusted his neighbor, and snail-like with

drew each into his own shell.

On the 24th of August last, the Ohio Life

& Trust Company (an old institution, origin

ally projected by a few Eastern capitalists)

announced its suspension. The country had

just about emerged from the calamities of

1851, and it was confidently expected that an

era of good times diad commenced, when the

sudden failure of this old and honored institu

tion shook the confidence of mercantile credit

to such an extent that hundreds of our heavi

est business firms have since gone down-

some of them to utter ruin—for the want of

ability to get money to pay their debts.

1 We are now, to all appearances, recovering

from this sudden attack, confidence begins to

re-appear, and It is believed that the life-blood

of business will, before long, course through

its accustomed channels.

The banks, in this instance, have been the

convenient scape-goats, and the public have

cliacged them with having caused these dire

evils, and thus the vicissitudes of changing

fortune have fallon in a measure upon them.

This easy method of shifting responsibility

may be all very well, but the truth is that the

reckless expenditure of money for the indul

gence of foreign luxuries, and the general sys

tem of credits for which there must come a

pay day, have combined to bring these evils

upon us. No doubt we shall soon recuperate ;

the natural spring in the American charac

ter, together with the immense productive

power of the country, forbid the supposition

that our troubles can be anything more than

temporary ones. It is, therefore, all folly to

charge one set of men or class of institutions

with having produced our pecuniary embar

rassments. Reactions in business are inevita

ble, and seem necessary to check over-trading

and over-speculation. The hand of an over

ruling Providence is clearly seen in this afflic

tive lesson ; and the sooner we learn to regard

its teachings, the sooner shall we surmount our

present monetary misfortunes.

taking a bar of steel, and presenting it to the

pole of the common compass ontside of the

card on which it is fastened, the latter was

made to follow the bar round about, and thus

revolve on its vertical axis. The iron hoop

was then put on the compass, and the bar

presented in the same manner ; under this

test the magnet was not moved—it still point

ed to the magnetic meridian—thus showing

that this simple device is a very excellent

preventive of local attraction affecting the

needle. This was a practical operation—the

production of a certain result ; and a theory

of the cause, whether right or wrong, docs not

affect the result itself. It is believed that the

magnet induces polarity in the iron hoop, and

that the lines of magnetic force outside and

inside of this hoop become radial, and of equal

intensity, and thus the needle cannot be di

rected from its true meridian by large bodies

of iron, such as machinery, and the iron of

which the hulls of many ships are now con

structed.

A remedy for local attraction in the com

pass, especially for steamers and iron ships, has

long been a grand desideratum, because many

vessels have been lost by being steered out of

their courses and run upon shore, through

their compasses being affected by masses

of iron. We were informed that Kline's im

proved compass had been tried for several

voyages on the steamship Yanderbilt, and that

of several on board it was the most reliable.

These compasses arc now being manufactured

by Tattle & Bailey, 301 Pearl street, this city.

Every invention which insures, in the least

degree, the safety of vessels at sea, is of vast

consequence, as it regards the protection of

life and property.

-».♦.« —

An Encouraging Feature.

A correspondent informs us that the 11 New

ark (Ohio) Machine Works have generously

presented every apprentice in their employ

with a subscription to Vol. XIII, Scientific

AmebicAN," andhe remarks that " a manufac

turing company whose policy dictates so en

lightened a consideration of the interests of

their apprentices will be guided through the

present financial revulsion by a spirit of intel

ligence and wisdom which will prove ade

quate to the emergency. A careful examina

tion of the weak places in their business, a

judicious retrenchment at every practicable

point, and thorough and complete co-operation

of their employees, will inevitably carry them

1 across the Rubicon' and ensure success be

yond."

We certainly hope that the above may

prove true. The affairs of the company above

mentioned have always been judiciously man

aged. It deserves success.

Ships' Compasses.

A number of sea-captains, editors, and other

persons, were specially invited on Tuesday,

the 20th inst., to witness experiments with the

common compass, and with an improved com

pass invented by Calvin Kline, (who received

the first prize at tho Paris Exhibition—over

Dent, of London,—for his American chro

nometers) of 92 Wall street, this city, and

which was patented on the 17th of March

last. The object of the improvement is to

prevent local attraction affecting the needle

of the compass; and it consists in surround

ing the card of the needle with a simple thin

hoop of soft iron. This hoop is connected,

both above and below the needle, with circular

shields of iron wire gauze, which encompass

the card and the magnet of the compass ; but

the invention is based on the hoop alone. By

A Korc Chnuec.

To those who use extra exertion to procure

subscribers for the Scientific American,

our prizes must .be paid on the 1st of Janu

ary, but, as yet, the competition for them is

nothing like what it was last year. This is

undoubtedly owing to the severity of the

times, and some of the competitors will be sur

prised to receive three times as much money

as they have sent in to us ! Yet, judging

from present appearances, this is not unlikely

to be the case, and we assure our competing

friends that we do not intend to suspend ; they

shall surely receive the amounts to which they

will be respectively entitled on the 1st of Jan

uary. If the largest list does not exceed ten

subscribers wc shall promptly pay over the

$300, 2d, s)250, etc. Who will exert them

selves to get theso liberal prizes ?

The Misunderstani>in(; between the Rus

sian government and Col. Colt, in regard to

the delivery of a large quantity of Minie rifles,

has been determined by the referees against

the latter. So far as wo know, it is the first

case in which any government ever consented

to refer a private claim to arbitrators. Vr.der

our government, meritorious claimants often

times suffer great injustice for want of a sim

ple and fair mode of proceeding like this. <
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The Twenty-ninth Annnnl Fair of the

American lusMlntc.

SIXTH WEEK.

Chviug to tlio vain which has fallen this

week, and the " panic" combined, the attend

ance at the Crystal Palace has been thinner

than usual ; but on Tuesday, the 20th ult., a

larger assemblage than we had ever seen in

the Palace, greeted the Hon. X. P. Banks, of

Massachusetts, who delivered an address on

the agricultural, manufacturing and commer

cial interests of the United States. In the

course of the speech he made some interesting

and important statements comparing this

country with others in the Old World. He

said :—

" In Holland, in 1841, the product of agri

cultural industry was $181,000,000 ; that of

manufacturing industry, $144,000,000 ; and

the estimated products of commerce, $G5,-

000,000 ; thus of $390,000,000, commercial

industry gave but little more than a sixth

part, while manufactures and mechanics af

forded ;(7 per cent of the entire wealth of the

State. In France, in the same year, the pro

duct of agriculture was $800,000,000 ; manu

factures, $400,000,000 ; commerce and navi

gation, $2(18,000,000. Of an industrial pro

duct of $1,4GO,000,000, that of commerce is

but 18 per cent, while the mechanic arts fur

nish a third of the amount. The industrial

product of Kngland in 1840, was $030,000,000,

and of all other pursuits $835,000,000. Al

lowing to commerce a fifth of the aggregate,

as in the case of Holland or France, or eveu a

quarter part, it is still far below that of manu

factures and the mechanic arts.

'■ Neither in England nor the United States,

in tbc census of 1850, is the product of com

mercial industry separately stated, as was the

case in both countries in 1840; but it is safe

to assume the same proportions, and, first, as

to the number employed. There were, in

1840, 1,000,000 persons engaged in the United

States in manufacturing and commercial life,

of which less than one-third were in com

merce. The same proportions are found in

Now Kngland for tho same year. In 1850,

tin re were 2,400,000 employed in agriculture,

of the white male population over fifteen years

of age, and J 1,596,000 in commerce, trade,

mining, manufactures, ami the mechanic arts.

Deduct from this million and a half, 338,000

persons, free and slave, who were employed in

mining, commerce, ocean, sea and river navi

gation, it leaves one million and a quarter of

free manufacturers and mechanics—just half

the number engaged in agriculture, and three-

quarters of all other pursuits. Their indus

trial product is fabulous. That of agriculture

for the present year is not less than two thou

sand millions; of manufactures, fifteen hun

dred millions ; and in commerce a thousand

million dollars—and this accompanied by an

unexampled energy, and a specie basis for its

trade in the country, that, at the close of the

present fiscal year will amount to nearly three

hundred million dollars. Nothing less than

panic will persuade the world that such people

arc poor. From these facts I state the ele

ments of national prosperity to be:—First,

agriculture ; second, manufacturing and me

chanical industry ; third, commerce."

Again, in speaking of the triumphs of com

merce and finance, be remarked that :—

li Their financial chiefs are not unworthy of

comparison with warriors, statesmen and phi

losophers—the Rothschilds and Barings of the

Old World, and {iirard, Astor, Peabody,

Lawrence and Cooper, of greater fame in the

New, under whose direction industry thrives,

colleges of science and art, and public libraries

are established."

On the history and dignity of mechanical

pursuits he told us that :—

" The founder of mechanical science is no

less a man than Archimedes. He discovered

the inclined plane, the pulley, tbc screw, and

the lever, to which the ancient mechanicians

reduced all mechanical powers. The labors

of Galileo, as a mechanic, are considered to

I be higher proofs of his transcendent genius

( than his discoveries in astronomy. He sug

gested the pendulum, and its application to

the measurement of time. Tho Marquis of

Worcester imparted to the world its first

knowledge of the power of steam. Sir Chris

topher Wren was no less distinguished for his

mechanical inventions than for St. Paul's

Cathedral—the imperishable monument of his

genius as an architect. Newton gave an im

portance to astronomy it had never attained

by the application of mechanical laws to the

phenomena of the heavenly bodies. Coulomb

discovered the nature and law of friction. The

clustering stars have no brighter luster than

the undying names of those who have applied

the discoveries of these founders of mechanical

science to the inventions of modern times, as

Watt, Fulton, Whitney, Morse, Hoe, Adams,

and many others.

The influence of mechanical inventions upon

social life is inappreciably great, and, as an

agent of civilization, all other pursuits fade

before it. We can measure the import anec of

recent agricultural improvements—of rail

roads—of the telegraph—the daguerreotype

and photograph—of the cotton gin that crc-

atefthe cotton crop. The sewing machine

will work as great a change in the family as

railways have in communities and States-

We have seen at this exhibition a perfect

watch, unsurpassed in beauty of workmanship

and for service, that is made by machinery,

and under one roof, where the roughly

swedged materials are fashioned into the per

fect watch in the hours intervening between

morning and evening—an achievement never

before attempted in nny part of the world.

And I understand that machinery is in pro

gress of construction that will secure the

manufacture of as perfect time-keepers, at n

cost of three dollars, as are now imported at a

cost of three hundred."

We proceed to notice a few of the remain

ing novelties in the Fair, commencing with

the

spoke machines.

Tbe first that forcibly strikes ns is one

exhibited by Landphere & Remington, of

Erie, Pa., which is a neat and perfect speci

men of its class, ami compares favorably with

the celebrated Blamhard Spoke Machine, ono

of which (manufactured by the Newark Mt-

chine Company, Newark, N. J..) is also on

exhibition. The peculiarity of Landpharc's 5s

that it planes the stuff longitudinally by

means of two sets of rotary cutters, arranged

above the timber to be turned, and having

their heaving" in swinging frames, that rise and

fall, according to the profile of n plate over

which they pass. Another profile plate causes

0 transverse movement of the cutter shaft in

its bearings.

A combined Shingle Sawing ami Planing

Machine is exhibited by Tapper, Hanker &

Co., of Boston, that supplies a shingle which

has long been wanted ; the objection to ordinary

sawn shingles is that their rough surfaces cause

them to hold water, and by being always

damp, they curve up, split and decay much

sooner than the shaved or planed ones. By

Topper, Banker & Co.'s device which is an

ordinary shingle sawer, having a rotating ver

tical plane set on one side of the saw, and

against which the block has to . pass before

reaching the saw, it smooths one side. The

machine works rapidly, and the attendant

says that it will throw off nearly ono thousand

shingles per hour.

A case of beautiful wood-working tools are

exhibited by E. & J. Kingsland & Co., F.aglo

Works, KecSeville, N. Y., consisting of chisels,

gonges, plane irons, axes, etc. ; and we know

not which to praise tho most, the quality of

the articles, or the taste with which they are

arranged.

J. Matthews, of New York, exhibits a great

variety of soda water apparatus, in the way

of generating cylinders, condensers, bottling

apparatus and fountains, all displaying great

strength and elegance in their construction-

Perpetual Motion.

We had really thought that men were be- |

ginning to get wiser, and that we had heard

the last of this chimera ; but we were mistaken,

for the following is an exact copy of a letter

we received a few days ago, and as it is a j

curiosity, we publish it and insert an engrav

ing of the diagram which he encloses. The

letter runs thus :—

Messrs. Editors :—I could write you a

long letter about how I discovered perpetual

motion ; but to come to the point, I have dis

covered it ! Below is a sketch of it. Please

examine, and tell mo if I could get a patent

for it.

Iron Trade.—In Wolverhampton, the

head-quarters of a portion of the iron manu

facturing district of England, tho weekly

transactions in that metal average above

$0,000,000.

 

BuUir»' Ovejia.

II. Berdau, of New York City, has invented

certain improvements in bakers' ovens, where

by the process of baking may be rendered con

tinuous for any desired length of time. The

dough is placed on trays or other suitable re

ceptacles supported on carriages which are

conveyed by upright endless chains through

the oven, and it takes these carriages just so

long a time to pass through as is necessary to

effect the baking of the bread. The oven-

doors are also made to open and shut and the

carriages introduced into and withdrawn from

the oven automatically at regular and proper

intervals, and the heat of the oven is always

maintained at a uniform degree. The Ameri

can, English, French and Belgian patents of

this invention have been obtained through

the Scientific American Patent Agency.

A is a box made to contain the water. It

is a peculiarly shaped syphon ; the water

being made to run out of the short arm, but

tbe water being heavier in the short arm, it

flows readily. 0 is liko any other water

wheel, and is suspended on pivots, D D. E is

a funnel by which the syphon is filled. G is

a rock to prevent the air from getting in, and

F is a stop-eock to shut the water off to pre

vent its working. The arrows show the way

the water runs.

Please answer as soon as received, and

oblige, yours truly, * * *

The simplest student of the laws of hydro

statics will at once sec the fallacy of this, as

the water cannot be made to flow frorn the

shorter arm of the syphon, whatever be its

weight, as the syphon does not depend on the

weight of water in the delivery arm, but on

the pressure in the receiving one. It is not, as

our correspondent seem* to suppose, a pulling

force, which drags the water over, but a

pushing force, which sends it through the

syphon ; and whatever be the form of the "pe

culiarly-shaped syphon," it cannot work, and

does not require the stop-cock, F, to prevent

it from so doing. We need scarcely add that

a patent conld not be obtained for it. We

hope our correspondent will turn his inventive

genius in some direction more profitable, both

for himself and the community, than soekiDg

after that ignis fulnut—perpetual motion.

Carrlnge .Snriug.

This invention is designed to effectually pre

vent injury to the ordinary elliptic spring by

the pitching or longitudinal vibrations of the

carriage-body, and also renders riding over

rough and uneven roads an easy and pleasant

exercise. The arrangement is very simple,

ami presents a neat and handsome appearance,

and at the same time produces a structure

which is (inn and not liable to get out of re

pair. The improvements claimed arc two

auxilliary springs coiled in opposite directions

in the path of vertical scrolls, and a horizon

tal central pin or support of the reach, and at

tached by their outer or terminating ends, one

to the front anil the other to the rear elliptic

springs of a carriage. This dovicc is the in

vention of B. H. Hood, Clinton, N. C.

Dumping \\ n«on.

Ti e wagon invented by Messrs. M. Y. and T.

J. Cope, ofCenterbridge, Pa., has the body made

in two sections by cutting it transversely near

the center of its length. By dividing the body

half the load can be dumped at the center by

one part, while tho other can dump at the end.

The object gained is that there is no occasion

to shift or slide the body back as there is when

made long in order to dump the load. Two

different materials can be carried in this

wagon and separately dumped when required.

Ilrcccli-londiiiw; Fire- Anna.

C. P. Skinner, of Iladdain, and D. Tyron,

of Middletown, Conn., have invented an im

provement in breech-loading weapons, which

consists in a novel combination of means for

bringing up and securing the chamber in close

connection with and liberating it lrom the

barrel, and in guiding the same. There are

also certain means of preventing the possibili

ty of the fall of the hammer and consequent

discharge of the weapon, while the chamber is

raised up and out of line with the barrel.

Pollndlnui.

This is one of the metals found in the ore

of platinum. It resembles platinum in color,

appearance, difficulty of fusion, and in being

very malleable and ductile. Its density is

11 '8. It is slowly attacked by nitric acid, but

dissolves readily in aqua regia. There are

two oxyds. Several alloys of palladium are

known. The alloy with iron is brittle ; and in

the proportion of 1 per cent, it is said to im

prove the quality of steel for certain cutting

instruments. It destroys tho color of gold.

One part fused with six parts of gold forms a

white alloy, which, from its hardness and

durability, was employed for the graduated

part of the mural circle constructed by Trough-

ton for the Greenwich Observatory. Electro

plating with palladium is in some cases use

ful, is readily accomplished, and is used for

chemical apparatus.

— <«. —

The .Scientific Amcrirnn nt a Discount.

Having on hand a large number of sets of i

Vols. VI. and VII. of the Scientific Ameri- |

can, we will forward them by mail, complete,

and stitched for binding, at $1 per set and

the postago (25 cents), which must be pre

paid. Bound copies of the same volumes will

be forwarded by express, or sold at the coun

ter of the office of publication, at $1 50 each.

Slcnni PIowh.

E. Graves Otis, of Yonkers, N. Y., has in

vented a new steam plow ; the invention con

sisting in the employment of an endless chain

of plows and harrows, arranged and applied to

a steam traction engine, whereby a simple and

practicable implement is obtained.

John P. Gray, of Fair Play, Wis., has also

invented a new steam plow, which does away

with the use of the traction engine, and there

by renders it lighter anil more manageable;

the motive arrangement being two right and

left screw shafts working in the ground. It

might be called a land propeller.

Rending Flanges on lloilcr-hcnds.

By the employment of nn annular bed or

anvil in connection with rollers attached to

traversing levers, flanges may he turned or

bent down both on the outer and inner edges

of annular metal plates for the formation of

boiler-heads, flue rings nnd similar uses. It is

the invention of D. Howell, Louisville, Ky.

AcUnou'lcdgm nt.

We have to thank Commander Tl.os. J

Page, oftho U. S. Coast Survey, for maps of the T^p

mouths of the Panama, Uraguay, the Salado

and Colastine, surveyed by him in the H'orer-

tcitch, 1855,
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G. P. T., of Me.—We do not know of any one en

gaged In potting np ground charcoal.

J. P. L., of .—If you will inform us where you re

side, we will write to you in regard to your life-boat im

provements.

J. E. H., of N. Y.—Photographic paper U prepared

1 y laying the best rlazed paper on a solution of nitrate

silver in the proportion of one fluid ounce of water to

forty grains of the nitrate. This is then left to dry in

the dark, and after exposure to the direct action of the

camera, or being used as a printing paper from glass,

it is washed first with common salt, (Si) grs. to 1 oz. of

water,) and then 1 oz. of hyposulphite of soda to a half

pint of water.

I. T., of Canada.—Wc do not think there is any en

couragement for you to offer your plana of fortifications

to the consideration of our government. There la no

harm, however, in a trial. Address your inquiries to

the Secretary of War, Washington, D. C.

B. D. S., of Va.—Oysters require a continual supply

of fresh water, and will only live where the waves are

always washing over thorn. You could not rear them

articinlly.

S. C. B., of Tcnn.—Ordinary tar la a good material for

painting the chimneys of steamers; hut should ga-*-tar

be obtainable, it is superior.

F. J. T., of Va.—Your theory regarding the induced

current interfering with the action of the Atlantic Tele

graph U without foundation, and has no experimental

facta to support it. You should never hasu a theory on

conjecture, hut always have direct experiment to give

weight to your argument

F. C, of C'al.—We thank you for the list of sulwcribers

you hare secured for us in the Golden State. Wc

shall ba ready to prepare your application for patents

on receipt of your model* When sending themVon

will please to state the advantages you claim over other

machinery for the same purpose.

J. T.fof Pa.—Small pinions, or gearing, when little

strength la required, may be cast from a composition of

pewter and tin, melted together. For small models

such material will answer very well.

D. M.. of Pa.—There U no novelty In your corn-stalk

cutter. The placing of two drums or cylinders at equal

distances apart, witii spikes or- teeth inserted for the

stalk to pas* between, is no! patentable. The " feed "

in Daniels.' machine for cutting fuel, illustrated in a

bark volume of this paper, represents the same device.

A. R ,-©f Pa-—We do not know who manufacture zinc

caudle molds.

A. Y. , of Pa-—The fluid lamp of Peters & Strop'■ we

have never s?en, therefore we cannot say whether it is

non-explosive or not. The sewing machines which are

sold for ten or fifteen dollars use a single thread, and

make what U called the " chain stitch."

J. C, Jr., of III.—Your plan for a steam plow is un

like any we have seen. Your sketch and description is

too imperfect to enable ua to express an opinion of its

merits.

O. T. 11. E., of Me.—You can procure a valuable work

on drawing from Blackle & Son, 110 Fulton street, Xsw

York.

L. II. C, of Mich.—Under the circumstances, the

throwing ofthe engines was very good. The publication

of the figures will not, we think, afford general interest.

J. B. '/.., of lowa.—It has been asserted by many that

when iron is not heated above 212°, it has no injurious

effect upon the air. This is not improbable, but It has

not been fully determined by experiment We have no

doubt that the use of porcelain stoves* would be less in

jurious than iron ; but a patent could not ba procured

for a stove of this character. Brick and earthenware

stoves hare long been In use in France, Germany, and

Russia.

J. P., of lib—At the time your potent was issued we

gave a notice of it, as you will perceive by reference to

the claim as published.

II. M.,of Ohio.—We cannot recommend the sewing

machine to which you refer, having never seen it in

operation. As a general remark, the very low priced

machines are to be avoided until their practical quali

ties are fully ascertained.

J. E. R., of Va.—We cannot inform you as to the ex

act date when india rubber was first brought into use

here. Dr. Priestly, in 1770, mentioned that he had just

then seen (in London) this substance—"'an article ex

actly adapted to the purpose of wiping from paper the

marks of a black-lead pencil." A small piece of this

caoutchouc curiosity cost a sum equal to seventy-five

cents. Its multifarious uses for other purposes were

then totally unknown.

B. F., of N. Y.—The art of breathing flame was prac

ticed before the Christian Era. Modern jugglers per

form the operation by rolling together some flax or

hemp, po as to form a ball the size of a walnut. The

juggler sets it on fire, and allows it to burn till it is

nearly consumed, lie then rolls around it, while burn

ing, some additional flax, and thus the fire maybe re

tained for a considerable time. The sparks are feeble,

and by inhaling air through the nostrils will do no

harm. We never tried the experiment, and cannot ad

vise any one to undertake it, lest he might get Ms nose

burnt.

D. D., of N. Y.—The method of manufacturing oxal

ate of ammonia is extremely simple. You first make a

hot saturated solution of oxalic acid, and then neutral

ize it with carbonate of ammonia ; when cold, the oxal

ate of ammonia crystallizes out in long colorless rhom

bic prisms. If you want to have them very perfect, it is

beat to use a glass or earthenware vessel, aa metallic

ones are liable to discolor them ; you should also suspend

a piece of stick in the solution for them to crystallize

upon. Let the solution cool slowly.

II. K. 8., of Pa.—Maps maybe varnished with pic

ture varnish, or by applying four or five coats of isin

glass size, letting each dry well Iwfore applying the

next, and giving a full flowing coat of Canada balsam

diluted with the best oil of turpentine.

G. W. IE., of Conn., wishes information as to the best

method of stripping silver from brass and copper da-

guerrean plates.

J. Spratt, of Cincinnati, <>., wishes to obtain an ap

paratus suitable for perforating cloth in the piece. Wc

do not know the object our correspondent has in view ;

but perhaps some of our readers will understand his

wants.

D. IL P., of Texas.—We are inclined to think that

the attachment of weights to the Atlantic cable would

not in any way be an improvement, as, although It would

cause it to discern! slightly quicker, it would not over

come the curve.

D. B. M.of Conn.—We know of no better way for

you to bring your invention before the public than to

have engravings of it inserted in our columns. The

expense of engravings will not exceed $15, and they will

appear in 2U.000 copies, which are distributed among the

inliabitants of every civilized country iuthe world. Wo

prefer that you would send a modeler machine from

which to make the drawings: but If. you cannot do so,

send us your Letters Patent, and we will make draw

ings from them, if it is passible to do so correctly. The

engravings will be yours after we arc done with them,

and will be useful lu printing circulars, &c

11. li. N., of X. Y.—We can, of course, secure you a

patent in Kuglaud for six months, for a smaller sum

than wo can for three years. Scud to our office for a

circular of information.

N. O. !>.. of Canada.—If you are an American-born

citizen, you do not lose your rights as an American by

your protracted residence abroad. The patent fee in

your case Ls only $.">:).

J. R, of Wis.—The machine of Landphcre & Reming

ton , of Erie, Pa., is a good one for turning spokes. The

Newark Machine Co, ol Xewark, X. J., manufacture

the celebrated Rlanchard machine.

Money received at the Scientific American Office on

account of Patent Office business, tor the week ending

Saturday, October 24, 1857 :—

J. R,, of La., $32; J. II. C, o.' Ohio, $250 ; J. L. K,

of Ma*., $80; J. p., of X. Y., $10; D. E. IL, of III.,

*25; -J. M.,of S. U., $25 ; S. M., of Ohio, $30; J. I), S,

of Yt., $10 ; W. K. S., of La., $25 j W. S. , of Ohio, $30 ;

F. De L. , of X. Y., $30 ; A. D. , of X. C-, $25 ; IX D.,

of Pa., $:to ; It X. W., of Ohio, $30 : J. It. IL, of Me.,

$00; R. II. &Co.,of N. Y., $H't; L. S., of 3Iiss., $25 ;

W. C. W.,of X. Y.,$<ii

Specifications and drawings belonging to parties with

the following initials have been forwarded to the Patent

Office during the week ending Saturday, Oct 2-1, 1857 :

.1. li. IL, of Me. ; I), E. II., of 111. ; .1. R., of La, ; L\

U. Y., of Pa. ; J. L. E., of Mass. ; J. W., of Pa. ; j. M ,

ofS.C; W. KS.,ofL».; J. R\T. V., of France ; A.

A., of X. C ; L. S., of Miss. ; J. ( '., of X. Y. ; W. S., ot

Ohio; W. C. W.,of X. Y.

Literary Notices.

Tuk American House CAsrarn:, A Thkatisb on
THK AU I »>I" RtlLlMNli AM > THE Si KKSOTIUH M \Ti:it I .U.S.
—By R. G. Hatfield, Architect, New York. Wiley and
Halsted, publishers. The "seventh edition" ot this
work is almost an entirely new Iwk.for it contains
many new and useful projKjsitions and problems in
G comet rv.i-everal additional examples ot the orders of
Architecture, plans for a city house, and new designs
for cornices. The principle feature of this book—the
section on "Framing or Construction"—ls almost en
tirely new, and the previousdetaila are so much extend
ed as to form a treatise on the strength of materials.
The principles of Mechanics applied to the construction
of houses are here extensively exhibited and full practi
cal rules deducted therefrom. The rules for determin
ing the dimensions of posts, girders, beams, &<■., and

particularly of roof timbers, are deduced directly from
c coa-id'Tiithm ol Hi;1 v:n i"UA forces in action and the
manner of resistance of the material. Rules are given
for cast iron girders of various forms. The rules for
compression, tension, and cross-strains are arranged in
algebraical form, in tables for ready reference, but
are also all written out in words, with examples. An
important part of this section is a series of tables show-
lug the results of experiments on American materials,
reliable data long wanted by builders, who. when de
termining the dimensions of beams, &c., to be construct
ed ot American materials, have had to depend on Hiiro,
pean ex[>eriments. The work has an addition of 150
new pages, 50 new cut-, and has been altogether
thoroughly revised.

Catalogue of the American Institute, Broadway,
New York.—While we have a number of large libra
ries in the city, of a general or miscellaneous character,
and several devoted to law, medicine and theology, a
library adapted to the wants ot the inventor, the artl-
zan. Hie manufacturer and the farmer at ill remains to
be established. The American Institute, which was In
corporated for the promotion of agriculture, commerce,
manutactures and the arts, has turned its attention
to this, and promises to supply the deficiency. We no
tice that large and important additions have recently
been made to the library, and that these additions
have been, almost exclusively, expensive works upon
machinery, agriculture and manufactures. In fact, just
the works that we want in our practical community.
We sincerely hope that they will receive the reward of
" ir useful labors, hi a good attendance and attentive

tders

Tub Eclectic Magazine
Beekman street, New
some excellent articlet
lyric poet," andanothi
temporaries, being esp«
eniUdlished with a po;
a p!>od likeness and we

-W. II. Bidwell, Editor, 5
York, tor November, contains
one on " Isaac Watts, the great

1 on Michael Angelo and his con-
Tthy ot i It

TERMS OF ADVERTISING.

Twenty-five cents i>er line each Insertion. We re

spectfully request that our patrons will make their

advertisements as short as possible. Engravings cannot

be admitted into the advertising columns.

"„* All advertisements must be paid for before in

serting.

TO MANTTFACTrKEKS OF AGRICULTU
RAL IMPLEMEXTS.—The Bemiss Cora Drill

furrows, plants, covers and pulverizes two rows at a time
in any kind of soil : the yield is ten p^r cent more than
when planted in hills. One hundred have been Fold,
and give extreme satisfaction. Thirty-four acres have
been planted in one day. They afford the builder a large
profit, are sure sale, and require but little outlay for
tools or stock. I will sell the rights or lease privileges
to build and sell. Address D. C. HEXDERSOX, No.
63 West Sixth st, Cincinnati. Ohio.

IMPORTANT TO LWEXTORS.

AMERICAN AM) FOREIGN PATENT
SOLICITORS.—Messrs. MUXX & CO.. Proprie

tors of the Scn'NUKir American, continue to prcoure
paf-s/nts for inventors in the I'nited States and all for
eign countries on the most liberal terms. Onrexivri-
ence is of twelve years' standing, and our facilities are
uuequaled by any other agency in the world. The
long experience we have had in preparing si»ecificatious
and drawings has rendered us ]>erfectly conversant with
the mode ot doing business at the United States Patent
Ofilco.and with most of the inventions which have been
patented. Information concerning the patentability of
inventions is freely given, without charge, on sending a
model or drawing 'and description to this office. Con
sultation may be had with the firm, between nine and
four o' clock,"daily, at their principal office, 138 Fulton
street, Xew York'. Our brunch onV;* are comer of F
and Seventh streets, Washington, D. C; No. *it) Chan-
eery Lane, Loudon; 2'.' Boulevard Saint Martin, Paris,
and 8 Rue Therrsienne, Brussels. Circulars of Informa
tion concerning the proper course to be punned in ob
taining patents through our Agency, the requirements
of the Patent Office, etc., may be bad gratis upon appli
cation to the principal office or either of the branches.
Communications and remittances should bo addressed
to Ml XX & CO.,

No. 12« Fulton st. Xew York.
The annexed letter from the late Commissioner of

Patents we commend to the lvmsnl of all persons In
terested in obtaining patents :—

Mlshies. Ml'nn & Co.:—I take pleasure in stating that
while I held the office of Commissioner ot Patents,
MOM THAN OXn-KOrttTII Off ALL TUK Hl'KlNKSH 0% THE
office came through your hands. I have no doubt that
the public confidence thus indicated has been fully de
served, as I have always observed, in all your inter
course with the office, a marked degree of promptness,
ikflL and fidelity to the interests of your employers.

Yean. Tory trulv, CIIAS. MASOX.
August 14, 1867.

ERICSSON'S CALORIC ENGINE. - TII E
subscriber, agent for the patentee, has the satisfac

tion of informing the public that this remarkable motive
engine, requiring no water, absolutely tree from danger
of explosion, extremely economical in fuel, and requir
ing no engineering attendance, has just been perfected.
As this Engine is of universal applicability (its motive
agent being atmospheric air) but a few of the purposes
for which if is suitable need be enumerated, viz.: work
ing snips' pumps and hoisting gear for loading and un
loading cargo, working pumps for supplying, villages
with water, and for purposes of irrigation, working
printing presses, supplying motive power for the various
operations of the farm-yard, sawiug wood, filling cis
terns, &c, for private establishment?! ; driving mills for
grinding coffee and other spices, working hoisting-gcar
for warehouses, &c. Coppersmiths, potters, wood-turn
ers, and similar artizans, who cannot afford to employ
engineers and steam engines, will not only find in the
Caloric Engine a ready engine to do their drudgery, but
also one that, while it may be left without attendance
for hours, will warm their workshops and cook their food
at the same time that It supplies motive power; mineral
coal, wood, peat, or charcoal being all suitable for fuel.
For filling cisterns of private houses, a gas-burner pro
duces sufficient beat for actuating the Engine. The sub
scriber is ready to execute orders forthwith, aud will be
glad to afford "all requisite information on the subject.

JOHN B. KITCHING,
Xo. 37 William Btreet, Xew York-

PUMP, PUMP, — CARPENTER'S ROTARY
Everlasting Pump ; the only durable pump for all

uses—cold or hot water, liquor, oil, &c. A few 10-Inch,
well made, for sale cheap. Address D. C- HENDKR-
BW, Sandusky, Ohio.

C^ORK AND BCMJ CUTTING MACHINE-
' Conmv's patent. One State right for sale. For

specimens ofwork and further information, apply to the
patentee, K. CONROY, !»4^ L'tlca street, Boston, or to
J. \V. FROTIIIXGI1AM, 80 South street, Xew York.

ANEW AND SCIENTIFIC INVENTION.—
Dr. Chocver's Galvauo-Electric Regenerator.—Pa

tent issued January 15, 186& A circular relating to the
use of the instrument, embracing a general treatise of
atonv of the spermatic organs, the result of which tends
to softening the medullary sultstance of which the brain
is composed, may be had gratis, and will 1x5 sent to any
address by mall by their indicating a desire to receive
it. All hitters should he directed to Dr. J. CIIEEVER,
No. 1 Tremont Temple, Boston.

tJTEAM PUMPS* BOILER FEED PUMPS,
^ Stop Valves, Oil Cups, Cocks, Steam and Water
Gages, sold by JAMKjj O. MORSE & CO., Xo. 79 John
street, Xew \ork.

NOW OPEN AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE
—Day and Evening, from 9 A. M., until 10 P. M.—

the Twenty-ninth Annual Fair of the American Insti
tute. This unequalled display of the products of our
National Skill and Industry is now permanently open.
Dodworth's Cornet Band will be in attendance every
evening, and on Tuesday aud Friday evenings of each
week will perform a grand Instrumental Concert by
programme. Champucy's moving Panorama of the
Rhine will be exhibited" each day at noon, at 4 P. M.,
and on Monday and Saturday evenings at 8 o'clock.—
Members can procure their tickets at the Palace.

LAP-WELDED IRON BOILER TUBESi.-
Prosser's Patent.—Every article necessary to drill

the tube-plates and set the tubes in the beet manner.
THOS. PKOBSER & SOX, 28 Piatt st„ Xew York.

T>OILER FLUES -ALL SIZES. AXD ANY
MJ length desired, promptly furnished by .JAMES O.
MORSE & CO., Xo. 71> John street, Xew York.

DAWS OHIO MOWER-WITH OR WITH-
U out the Reaping Attachment, For territory or shop
rights apply to SAXTOX & ROFF, Canton, Ohio.

WROUGHT IRON PIPE-PLAIN AXD GAL
VANIZED, sold at wholesale, by JAMES O.

MORSE & CO., No. 70 John street. New York.

T^XCELSIOR STEAM PUMPS, DIRECT
jLa and Double-Actlng, manufactured and sold at 55
and 57 First st, Williaiusburgb, X. Y., and 801 Pearl
bt., Xew York. May be seen in operation at J. O. Morso
& Co., 7P John st., New York,

GUILD, GARRISOX & CO.

HARRISON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE
CIRCULAR SAWS, for Tongucine and Grooving.

Also Ilighfield & Harrison's Patent Adjusting Saw for
grooving. Shop, County or State rights lor sale. Apply
to WM- IL HARRISON, 705 Lodge Alley, (rear of
Masonic Hall), Philadelphia.

MACHINERY.—S. C. HILLS, NO. 12 PLATT
street. Xew York, dealer in Steam Engines,

Boilers, Planers, La,thcs, Chucks, Drills, Pumps; Mor
tising, Tenoning, and Bash Machines, Woodworth'8 and
Daniel's Planers Dick's Punches, Presses and Shears ;
Cob and Corn Mills ; Harrison's Grist Mil's; Johnson's
Shinglo Mills; Belting, Oil, &c

CLOCKS.—TOWX CLOCKS OF ALL SIZES,
also Regulators for Jewelers, Railroad Offices, &c_,

believed equal to any made. Dials for Illumination.
VOSBURGH A CO.. Agents. 133 Liberty street, New-
York. JOHN SHERRY, Manufacturer, Sac Harbor,
N. Y.

FORBES & BOND, ARTISTS, W NASSAU
street, New York, Mechanical and General

Draughtsmen on wood stone, &c.

STEAM ENGINES, STEAM BOILERS,
Steam Pumps. Saw and Grist Mills. Marble Milts,

Rice Mills, Quartz 'Mills for gold quartz, Sugar Mills,
Water Wheels, Shafting and Pulleys. The largest as
sortment of the. almvc in the country, kept constantly
on hand by WM. IIl'ItDOX, 103 Front street, Brooklyn,
N. Y.

WKSEST PHILADELPHIA CHEMICAL WARE
ottery.—Add and fire-proof ware of all slwpes

aud sizes, up to 200 gallons, made to order; warranted
to resist acids of all kinds, aud stand change* of tem
perature, from extreme heat to cold.

HORO PHILLIPS, 37 North Front fit-

SECOND-HAND MACHINISTS' TOOLS-
ConslBting of20 Engine Lathes, H Iron Planers, 4

Upright Drills, Hand Lathes, Chuck Lathe, Gear (.'ut
ters in. I Vices all In good order, and for sale low lor
cash. For particulars, address FRANKLIN SKINNER,
M Whitney avenue, Xew Haven, Conn.

WOODWORTH'S PATENT PLANING
MACHINES, Of every kind and all prices. A

large assortment on bund; and lam prepared to con
struct any machine to order, from ten days to two
weeks, and guarantee each machine to be perfect in its
construction, and give purchasers entire satisfaction.
The patent has expired, and will not be renewed. I
make this business exclusive, manufacturing nothing
but the Woodworth Machines, and for that reason can
make a ljettcr article for less money ; and with my fif
teen yeans* experience I fully guarantee each machine
to come up to what I am willing to recommend, that is,
that each machine shall bo more than equal to any
other manufactured for the same price. JOHN IT.
LESTER, 67 Pearl street, Brooklyn, N. Y., three blocks
above Fulton Ferry.

I^NGHAVING ON M OOD AND MECHANI-
!i CAL DRAWIXG, by RICHARD TEX EVCK,

Jr., 12* Fulton street , Xew York, Engraver to the Scien
tific American.

SAWS.—HOE & CO.'S PATENT GROUND SAWS,
Plastering Trowels, Ac, can be bad, wholesale and

retail, at the principal hardware stores, at the sales
rooms of the manufacturers, 3E» and 31 Gold street, or at
the works corner of Broome, Sheriff and Columbia sts.,
Xew York. Illustrated catalogues, containing prices
and information interesting to sawyers generally, will
be sent by poet on application.

TVEW HAVEN MANUFACTUBING CO.-
1* Machinists1 Tools, Iron Planers, Engine and Hand
Lathes, Drills, Holt Cutters, Gear Cutters, Chucks, Ac,
on hand and finishing; These tools are of superior
Quality, and are for sale low for cash or approved paper.
For cuts giving full description and prices, address
*' Xew Haven Manufacturing Co., New Haven, Conn."

HARRISON'S SO INCH GRAIN MILLS—
Latest Patent.—A supply constantly on hand.

Price $3uo. Address New Haven Manufacturing Co.,
New Haven, Conn.

WASHINGTON IRON WOUKS-MALLERY,
RAIXS & CO.. and HIGHLAND IRON'

WORKS—STANTON, MALLERY, RAIN'S & CO., of
Newburg, X. Y.—Are extensively engaged in manufac
turing all kinds of Steam Engines, Machinery and Gen
eral Mill Work. They are also partners of the firm of
STANTON*. SNOW & CO., Car Wheel Manufacturers.
Newburg, X. V.. and are prepared to furnish Railroad
Cars and Car Wheels of superior construction. From
the cheapness of real estate and reasonable price of
tabor, aa well as their great facilities of transportation
by two railroads anil the Hudson river, they arc enabled
to fill orders at the lowest prices and on the most rea
sonable terms.

MACHINERY.-STEAM ENGINES. ENGINE
Lathes, iron Planers, Woodworth Planers. Saw

Mills, and a variety of other machinery, for aide very
low for cash, to close consignment*, by '

A. L. ACKEKMAX,
ltV> Greenwich st., New York.

PEARSON CROSBY'S PATENT RE-SAWING
MACHINES.—The Crosby patent lor re-sawing

lumber, having been re-issued A*i ril 2f, U-"i7, and having
purchased the right to the same for the State of New
York and Northern Pennsylvania, the KiitaciibtT is pre
pared to sell rights to use the machines in the greater
portion of the above named territory, and also to furnish
the public with these machines, "Having re-built my
machine manufactory—which was destroyed by fire on
the 9th of February last— I continue to manufacture and
have on hand for sale. Woodworth's Patent Planing
Machines, from $150 to $1-500, and of a quality uuequal
ed by any other manufacturer. Also the separate parts
of the machine, namely, planing knives, side tools, side
cutter heads, cylinders, dec, as well «s the above named
Crosby Re-sawing Machines. JOHN GIBSON.

Planing Mills, Albany, X. Y.

HONEY, HONEY, HONEY, HONEY -
Evcrv family should have GARDNER'S way for

mating honey—costs only six cents a i»ound. Read bis
advertisement.

RECIPE FOIt MAKING ARTIFICIAL HONEY,
—As good in looks and taste as that made by bees,

and which does not cost over six cents per pound—sent
for SI. Address X. R. GARDNER, lVatv DMc, R. I.

MACHINE BELTING, STEAM PACKING,
ENGIXE HOSE.—The superiority at these arti

cles, manufactured of vulcanised rubber, is established.
Every belt will be warranted superior to leather, at
one-tnird less price. The Steam Packinp is made in
every variety, and warranted to stand degs. of beat,
The hose never needs oiling, and is warranted to stand
anv required pressure ; together with all varieties of
rubber adapted to mechanical purposes. Directions
prices, can he obtained hvmnil or otherwise, at our
warehouse XEW YORK BELTING AXD PACKING
COMPANY. .HUIX If. CIIEEVER, Treasurer, Xo. 0
Doy street, Xew York.

WELCH ds GRIFFITHS—ESTABLISHED
l«3c—Manufacturers of Improved Patent Ground

and Warranted Extra Fine Cast Steel Saws, of the
various kinds now in use In the different sections of the
United States and the Canadae, and consisting of the
celebrated Circular Saw, Graduated Cross Cut and
Tenon, Gang, Mill, Pit, Segment, Billet and Felloe
Saws, Ac., &q. For sale at their warehouse, Xo. 49 Con
gress street, Boston. Maas.

OIL! OIL! OIL!—FOR RAILROADS, STEAM
ERS, and fur machinery and burning. Pease's

Improved Machinery and Burning Oil will save fifty
per cent, aud will not gum. This oil possesses quali
ties vitally essential for lubricating and burning, and
found in no other oil. It is offered to the public upon
the most n.diable1 thorough and practical test. Our
most skillful engine* rs and machinists pronounce It
superior and cheaper than any other, and the only oil
that in all cases reliable and will not gum. The
Scientific American, after several tests, pronounced it
M superior to any other they liave ever used for ma

chinery." For sale only by the inventor and manufac
turer, F. S. PEASE, 61 Main Bt, Buffalo, X. \
N. B.—Reliable orders filled for any part of the Lnitcd

States and Europe.
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Improved Mode of Bfanafactmring Sheet

Metal.

H. W. YVimshurst, of England, has invented

a method whereby he is able to manufacture

lead foil quickly and economically. The pat-

entee'also proposes to apply his improvements

to the manufacture of sheet metal of various

kinds, using, however, only three metals or

alloys fusible at a low temperature. The lead,

while molten, is run from a hight into a die

box, fitted with lips, so adjusted that a free

longitudinal space is preserved between them

for the exit of the metal. The pressure from

above will cause the metal to exude between

the lips in the form of a thin sheet, which is

then conducted to adjacent pressing rolls,

whereby it is reduced to the required thin

ness.
■» —

Ileat and Cold.

We are daily in the habit of associating

the idea of cold with running water. Poets

have called water "the cool and limpid

stream," "the cool and bubbling brook," and

other expressions of a kindred nature ; but,

great as is our respect and admiration for

poetry and poets, we must now dispel the pre

vailing notion regarding the coldness of

streams and brooks.

At a late meeting of the British Association

for the Advancement of Science, a paper was

read on this topic by George Hennie, F. 11.

S., who, in alluding to his former paper on

this subject, read before the section last year

at Cheltenham, stated that the subject of the

mechanical or dynamic force required to raise

a given quantity of water 1° Fall, had been

the object of the researches of philosophers

ever since Count Humford, in his celebrated

experiments on the evolution of heat in boring

guns, when surrounded by ico or water,

proved the power to raise one pound of water

one degree, which he valued to the dynamic

equivalent of 1.034 lb. M. Maya was the

first who announced that heat was evolved

from agitated water. The second was M.

Joule, who in 1812, announced that heat was

evolved by water passing through narrow-

tubes, and by this method each degree of heat

required for its evolution a mechanical force

of 770 lbs. Subsequently, in 1845 and 1847,

he arrived at a dynamical equivalent of 772

lbs. These experiments have since been con

firmed by other philosophers, such as Seguin,

Helmholzt/Frcment and Favre, on the conti

nent. In the present paper, Mr. Kcnnte stated

that his attention was called to the subject by

observing the evolution of heat by the sea in

a storm, and by the heat of water running in

sluices. He then constructed an apparatus

not unlike a patent chum, and by means of

agitating water therein, was able to raise the

thermometer several degrees.

This would seem to be the acme of investi

gation, and we hope to hear more on this sub

ject ; for if it should become of any practical

value, persons may—we sayr may—roast meat

at a spring, and light a segar in a bucket of

water !

through a slot in it, and the piece, E, prevents

it from shaking out. The after car is attach

ed by means of the wedge-like catch on C,

and so long as the ears keep on the track, this

keeps its hold and pnlls the after car along ;

PROSSER'S CAR COUPLING.

but should the former car, either by getting off

the track or other means be at any angle with

the after one, the joint will assume the posi

tion shown in Fig. 2, and thus release itself,

and not as with an ordinary coupling drag

 

volatility of the zinc, or its solubility in acids.

Thus, to obtain beautiful specimens of crys

tallized silicium, put into an earthen crucible

at red heat in the fire a mixture of three parts

of fluo-silicato of potash, one part of zinc, and

one part of sodium in small pieces, and main

tain the same temperature for some time.

Then let the crucible cool slowly, and break

it, after the contents are completely solidified ;

you will find a mass of zinc, pervaded through

out, and especially at the top, with long crys

talline needles of silicium, chaplets of regular

octahedrons interlacing with each other. To

separate them from the zinc which envelopes

them, it suffices to dissolve the latter in hy

drochloric acid. This process is preferable to

any hitherto known. The process which gives

the alloys of copper and silicium is the same,

with the substitution of copper for the zinc.

the whole train with it. If this device be at

tached to the engine and all the cars of a

train, should the engine itaelf get off the track,

the cars and the passengers they contain will

be safe; or should the first car, from careless

ness on the part of the person joining them,

stick in any place, the others would be re

leased, and so passengers might ride without

fear of their lives as at present.

It was patented July 21, 1857, and for

further particulars apply to the inventor and

patentee, Wellington l'rosser, Kendall, N. Y.

The Futcre.—It is estimated by a com

mercial journal of this city, that for the pres

ent fiscal year our exports will exceed our im

ports $150,000,000, and that in twelve months

from this time we shall have recovered entirely

from the shock of the existing pressure.
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(Sales' Uns Burner.

This is an improvement on the ordinary gas

burner, and the inventor states that it will

save one-third of the gas ; and one of thc*m

placed on an ordinary four feet burner will

give the light usually afforded by a six feet

one.

The invention consists in the metallic cap>

A, Fig. I, which is seen divided in Fig. 2;

this may be placed over the ordinary fish-tail

burner, B, Fig. 3. This metallic cap being

fitted on to the eommon burner intervenes

a kind of reservoir for the gas before it is

burnt, wherein it slightly mixes with air. It

Improved Coupling lor Cars.

The too frequent accidents which happen

to railroad trains by the eugino getting off

the track, and then dragging all the cars

after it, have called the attention of the inven

tor of this improved car coupling to a method

of remedy, and we are about to describe the

result of his investigations and cogitations.

Fig. 1 show the couplings when attached,

and Fig. 2 the position when out of line, or

when the first car has got off the track.

A A arc the couplings which are permanent

ly attached to the car ; B a pin which passes

through holes in the couplings and through

the coupling joint, C, which is made with a

wedge-like projection on the end, the flanges

of which catch corresponding ones worked in

side the couplings shown at d.

The action is very simple, being as follows:

The first car is fastened to the coupling joint

permanently by means of the pin, B, passed

 

also gets heated to nearly the burning tem

perature, so that no heat is wasted, and the

solid particles in tho flame quickly become

red hot, thus giving the illuminating power;

and it may also act as an equalizer of pressure,

and prevent the jumping which is some

times noticed in ordinary burners. C is the

part of the burner that screws on to the gaso-

lier or bracket.

Further particulars and information may

be obtained by applying to the inventor and

patentee, Asa D. Gates, Binghamton, N. Y.

Patented June 30, 1857.

Is the Shu Inhabited t

Sir John Ilerschcl concludes that the sun is

a planet abundantly stored with inhabitants ;

his inference beinr drawn from the following

arguments :—On the tops of mountains of

sufficient hight, at an altitude where clouds

very seldom reach to shelter them from the

direct rays of the sun, are always found

regions of ice and snow. Now, if the solar

rays themselves conveyed all the heat on this

globe, it ought to be hottest where their

course is least interrupted. Again, aeronauts

all confirm the coldness of the upper regions

ofthe atmosphere. Since, therefore, even on our

earth, the heat of auy situation depends upon

tho aptness of the medium to yield to the im

pression of the solar rays, we have only to ad

mit that, on tho sun itself, the clastic fluids

composing its atmosphere, and the matter on

its surface, are of such a nature as not to be

capable of any excessive affection from its

own rays. Indeed, this seems to be proved

from the copious emission of them ; for if the

clastic fluids of the atmosphere, or the matter

contained on the surface of the sun, were of

such a nature as to admit of an easy chemical

combination with its rays, their emission

would be much impeded. Another well-

known fact is, that tho solar focus of tho

largest lens thrown into the air will occasion

no sensible heat in the place where it has been

kept for a considerable time, although its

power of exciting combustion, when proper

bodies are exposed, should be sufficient to fuse

the most refractory substances. Thus from

arguments based solely on tho supposed phy

sical constitution of that luminary, he deduces

the somewhat astonishing idea that the sun

is inhabited.

Alloys of Silicium.

This substance, of which hitherto not much

has been known, was brought into notice nt a

recent meeting of the French Academy of

Sciences, when they were shown some minia

ture bronze cannon, in which, instead of tin

as one of the components of the bronze, sili

cium was used. That is, iustead of 11 per

cent of tin, 5 per cent of silicium entered into

the composition. The properties of the new

alloy are said to bo quite remarkable. In

hardness and tenacity it resembles iron. It

also has great ductility ; and its fusibility will

allow it to be applied to many uses to which

bronzo is not adapted. Copper and silicium

give other alloys of different properties, ac

cording to the proportions. That which con

tains 12 per cent of silicium is very hard, and

breaks with a white fracture resembling that

of bismuth.

Zinc has been found to dissolve or alloy

with silicium, the same as aluminum does,

with this advantage, that the. silicium can be

extracted in a perfect state, by reason of the

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN.

VOJLCUE THIRTEEN.

TO MECHANICS, MANUFACTURERS,

INVENTORS AND FARMERS.

In announcing the THIRTEENTH Annual Volume

of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, which commenced

on tho 12th of September, the Editors and Publishers

embrace this opportunity to thank their numerous

friend* and subecribi-a for the encouraging and very

liberal Hiipiwrt heretofore extended to their journal, and

they would ogain re-assure its patrons of their deter

mination to render tho Scientific American more and

more useful, and more and more worthy of their Con

tinued confidence and good will. Tho undersigned

point to the past as n guarantee of their disposition to

always deal juatly and discriminatingly withall subjects

of a Scientific and Mechanical character which come

within their purview.

Having entirely discarded the system of employing

itinerant agents to obtain subscribers, the Publishers of

the Bonomnc American propose to offer

ONE THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS IN

CASH PREMIUMS

for the fifteen largest lists of subscribers sent in by the

1st of January, 185s, said premiums to be distributed as

follows :—

For the largest List, $300 : 2d, $360 ; 3d, $200; 4tn,

$150; 6th, $100; 6th\ $90; 7th, $80; 8th, $70; 0th. $60;

10th, $50; 11th, $40; 12th, $35; 13tll, $30; 14th, $26;

16th, $20.

Names of subscribers can be sent in at different times

and from different Post Offices. The cash will be paid

to the orders of the successful competitors immediately

after the 1st of January, 1858.

Southern. Western and Canadian money will be taken

for snliscriptions. Canadian subscribers will please to

remit twenty-six cents extra on each year's subscrip

tion, to prepay postage.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION—Two Dollars a Year,

or One Dollar for Six Months.

CLUB RATES—Five Copies, for Six Months, $4;

Five Copies, for Twelve Mouths, $8; Ten Copies, for

Six Months, $S; Ten Copies, for Twelve Months, $15;

Twenty Copies, for Twelve Months, $28.

For all clubs of Twenty and over, the yearly sub

scription is only $1 40.
The general character of the Scientific American

ia well knowH, aud, as heretofore, it will be chiefly de

voted to the promulgation of Information relating to

the various Mechanical and Cukmicai. Auts, Manu

factures, AOBion-TCRB, Patents, Inventions, En

gineering, Mile Work, and all interests which the

light of Practical Science is calculated to advance.

It is issued weekly, in form for binding: it contains

annually from 500 to 000 finely executed Engravings,

and Notices of American and European Improvements,

together with an Official List of American Patent

Claims, published weekly, in advance of nil other

P"lUs*'the aim of the Editors of the Scientific Ameri

can to present all subjects discussed in its columns in a

practical and popular form. They will also endeavor

to maintain a candid fearlessness in combating and ex

posing false theories and practices in Scientific and Me

chanical matters, and thus preserve the character of tho

Scientific American as a reliable encyclopedia of use

ful and entertaining knowledge.
fir Specimen copies will be sent gratis to any part of

the country.
MUNN & CO., Publishers and Patent Asents,

No. 128 Fulton street. New York.




